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Annual Stunt Night 
be held on Tuesday 
night in amphitheater 
AMELIA GRAHAM 
CLEMSON COLL EGE 
CAMPOS 
Clemson spirit returns— 
See editorial at the 
bottom of page one 
<•<• He Roars For Clemson A & M" 
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Parade And Awards Feature 
Mother's Day Activities Here 
Univ* Of Tennessee 
Students Be Here 
For YMCA Vespers 
Mr. Robert Frost, General Sec- 
retary of the YMCA and YWCA 
of the University of Tennessee, 
with a deputation of six students 
—three young ladies and three 
boys—will be here Saturday eve- 
ning and remain until Sunday af- 
ternoon. 
This group of young people, led 
by their Secretary, will present 
Vesper Services for the campus at 
both the 2:20 and 6:20 services 
Sunday  in  the YMCA. 
Mr. Frost, having been in the 
employ of "Y" work for the past 
twenty years, is recommended to 
us by Mr. Holtzendorff as one of 
the most sincere men he has ever 
known in his work with and for 
young people of our campuses. 
Reynolds Made Head 
Of Another Group 
At the monthly meeting of the 
Future Farmers of America, 
which was held Tuesday, May A, 
new officers were  elected. 
After the election, a short movie 
entitled "That Inspiring Task," 
produced by the Sears Roebuck 
Company, was shown. The title 
of the movie was taken from the 
last three words of the F. F. A. 
creed. 
L, D. Reynolds was elected 
president for the first semester of 
1948-49, succeeding Carl Lowder 
of Kingstree, who is the present 
president. Vice-President L. L. 
Lewis succeeds L. D. Reynolds; 
Secretary P. H. Bedenbaugh suc- 
ceeds "Jughaid" Harris; Treasurer 
J. C. Jackson; Reporter C. N. Gul- 
ledge, and Sentinel D. L. Johnson. 
Lytle  Is  Awarded   Andrews 
Pickens Medal  For Out- 
standing Military Work 
OTHERS ARE GIVEN 
Sditontal 
Obituary 
Toll the bells for the death of an unwanted, uninvited 
visitor. Sound a funeral dirge for a discernable yet intan- 
gible blight that has plagued Clemson's campus . . . INDIF- 
FERENCE. 
This past weekend marked the pronounced ending of 
the indifferent attitude thai has been felt at Clemson since 
the beginning of the war. In its place the Clemson spirit of 
old has returned, enhanced by age and tempered with some- 
thing that Tiger me brought back from the war. 
In the colorful pgeantry, revered traditions, and festive 
revelries of this weekend was felt the deep conviction that 
we are members of an exalted brotherhood; that.we, the 
sons of Thomas G. are somehow different because we live 
in the Tiger's lair. 
It was apparent in the jaunty junior squiring his best 
girl, the spirited cadence of the troops on parade, and the 
deep-chested pride of the Clemson cadet by his Mother's 
side. It was noticeable too in pensive seniors who were ob- 
viously reluctant to admit that these dances, dates, parades, 
and banquets were the last of their college careers. 
Clemson spirit, esprit de corps, emotional sentimental- 
ity—call it what you will—this driving force has once again 
taken hold, and you can feel the exuberance of it in members 
of the faculty, students, alumnia who were on the campus 
for the weekend—in short, everyone who has an interest in 
Tiger Town. 
The best example o this "new feeling" took place at one 
of the intermission parties on Saturday night, when a group 
was singing in one corner of a club room. They had har- 
moised on all the ribald ditties known to college students 
when the presence of a Carolina girl prompted one man to 
start singing the Alma Mater. Before he had finished even 
the first line, the whole group was on its feet, singing in an 
orderly yet triumphant way this song that they now felt had 
been given a new meaning. 
There are countless other examples: the cooperative 
spirit of all departments that helped make the Clemson Fair 
i huge success, good conduct at the dances, the helping hands 
of townspeople wo aided in taking care of the out-of-town 
visitors, and so on ad infinitum. 
Yes, it's back. Give the credit to whom you will, Clem- 
son men again have some distinguishing mark that sets 
them apart from all the rest. Once again they are on the 
march, living the slogan "All for one, one for all, and all for 
a greater Clemson." AJM.H. 
The Mothers of Clemson Col- 
lege students were honored here 
Sunday as thousands of visitors 
crammed the campus to attend 
the first post war Clemson Fair 
and to witness exhibition drills 
and a Regimental Review by the 
R. O. T. C. unit. 
Miss Betty Byrd, honorary 
cadet colonel i»f the corps, re- 
viewed the cadet student body at 
an impressive full dress parade 
on Bowman Field. 
Honors were bestowed on out- 
standing Clemson students excell- 
ing in military. The two most 
coveted were the Andrew Pickens 
Medal and the R. W. Simpson 
Medal. The former was present- 
ed to Cadet Colonel Brice E. Lytle, 
a senior from Fort Mill, who has 
been selected as Clemson's most 
outstanding cadet in military 
achievement, leadership, soldierly 
bearing and loyalty. 
The R. W. Simpson Medal, 
awarded annually to the best 
drilled Clemson cadet exclusive of 
seniors, was presented to Guinn 
R. Timmerman, a sophomore from 
Charleston. 
Other recognition awards went 
to Cadet Claude S. Simpson of 
Columbia, as the best drilled 
freshman, Cadet Guinn R. Tim- 
merman of Charleston, as the best 
drilled sophomore, and Cadet Dan 
S. May of Calhoun Falls, the best 
drilled junior. 
The leader of the best drilled 
squad is Albert H. Peters of Sum- 
merville, attached to Co. F. The 
best drilled platoon, the 1st pla- 
toon of A Company is led by 
Cadet. Charles E. Hiott of Round 
O, and the best drilled company 
is Company G, led by Cadet New- 
ton C. Brackett of Pickens. 
• Charles N. Still of Greenwood 
was presented the Quartermaster 
Association award,, as the most 
outstanding quartermaster student 
in the 1st year advanced ROTC. 
Cadet Captain Robert H. Holley 
of Aiken, received a similar 
award for 2nd year advanced 
ROTC. 
The Ordnance Association 
award to the most outstanding 1st 
year Ordnance ROTC student was 
presented to Cadet John R. Coth- 
ran of Inman. 
Year Concerts For 
Outstanding Artists Be C?BL %&> 
Metz; Writes Article 
For Registrar's Book 
G. E. Metz, Clemson College 
registrar, is the author of an ar- 
ticle appearing in the April edi- 
tion of The Journal of the Amer- 
ican Association of Collegiate 
Registrars. The story was en- 
titled "It Will Take 50 Years 
To Replace The Credit System." 
In the article, Mr. Metz enu- 
merates several of the things that 
he thinks will hold back the credit 
system. Some of these include 
the cultural lag, interpretive his- 
tory, technical definition, sense 
of values and what can be done 
about the system. 
This is the second article that 
the Clemson official has written 
for the magazine. Another story 
appeared last year. 
Honor Frat Installs 
Officers At Final 
Initiation Ceremony 
Twenty-eight ne wmembers 
were initiated into the Phi Kappa 
Phi, national honor fraternity, at 
the final initiation ceremonies 
held April 30. To qualify for 
membership into this organiza- 
tion, a student must be of senior 
standing and have a cumulative 
grade -point ratio of 6.5. 
Election of officers for the or- 
ganization  was  held,   and  Dr.   F. 
B. Schirmer, Associate Professor 
of Chemistry, was elected presi- 
dent; vice-president wi". be elect- 
ed in the fall; Professor R. W. 
Moorman, Assistant Professor of 
Mechanics and Hydraulics, was 
elected secretary and treasurer; 
and Professor E. L. Stanley, As- 
sistant Professor of Mathematics, 
was elected as correspondent. 
The initiation, which began at 
5:20 in No. 2 club room of the 
"Y" was followed by a banquet 
for the newly-initiated members 
and guests. The banquet began 
at 6:30 p. m., and all activities 
ended shortly after 8:00. 
At the banquet, Dr. M. A. 
Owings gave a very enlightening 
talk on "Humanism vt. Intellec- 
tualism in Education." 
During the evening, the follow- 
ing twenty-eight members were 
initiated into the organization: J. 
H. Adams. Greenville; W. L. Ball. 
Laurens; D. H. Banks, Matthews: 
J. T. Black, Leesville; V. W. Cau- 
then, Greenville; W. M. Chapman. 
Spartanburg; C. C. Cook, Pros- 
perity; J. L. Crapse, Estill; C. M. 
Crawford, Greenville; A. S. Dar- 
gan, Darlington; S. A. Demosthe- 
nes, Beaufort; J. W. Fowler, Gaff- 
ney;  R.  H.  France,   Spartanburg 
A. S. Gramling, Orangeburg; J. L 
Heaton, Anderson; R. C. Hendrix 
Greenville; H. F. Landrith, Sene- 
ca; E. A. Lindenburg, Charleston; 
C. M. Lund, Columbia; S. Lund, 
Anderson; J. O. McCrary, Green- 
ville; L.  H. Maier, Nutley, N. J.; 
B. R. Neely, Rock Hill; R. L. Per- 
son, Greensboro, N. C; E. H. 
Rhyne, Clemson; W. F. Rochester, 
Walhalla; J. H. Sipple, Columbia; 
IPTAY Man Of Year 
R. L Zeigler, '25 
R. L. "Bob" Zeigler, class of 
'25, has established himself as 
number one IPTAY man of the 
year. "Bob," who makes his home 
in Denmark, earned this out- 
standing title by signing up every 
old member of IPTAY in Den- 
mark and adding nine new mem- 
bers. Because of "Bob's" loyalty 
to Clemson, Denmark now has a 
one hundred per-cent member- 
ship. 
Mr. L. D. Keel and Mr. C. W. 
Rentz, Jr. donated their time and 
effort to bring Bamburg County 
up to second place with an eighty- 
five per-cent roster. Although 
neither of these men have at- 
tended Clemson, they are in- 
terested in a bigger and better 
IPTAY. 
Two other counties that are in 
the race for full support of Clem- 
son are York and Lee. Mr. Har- 
per Gault, is working in his 
area to put York County in the 
ranks with Denmark. Mr. W. G. 
DesChamps, class of '38, is solicit- 
ing for IPTAY in Lee County. 
According to Mr. Walt Tilley, 
Assistant Athletic Director, these 
men are forerunners of the new 
system IPTAY plans to use to 
recruit new members. Mr. Tilley 
plans to enlist the aid of one or 
more men in each county that 
has a club. 
"These men will be requested 
to operate in much the same man- 
ner that has brought such won- 
derful result? in Denmark, Bam- 
burg County, and York and Lee 
counties," says Mr. Tilley. 
PARKS TO SPEAK 
Major General Floyd Parks of 
Washington, D. C, class of 1918, 
has accepted an invitation to de- 
liver the Reserve Officers Com- 
missions to those members of 
the graduating class who are en- 
titled to them as a part of the 
graduating exercises. 
'COLONEL' BYRD AND COLONELLYTLE   |$feVeriS   Will    Opetl 
mber Proqram 
en 
YCabi 
River 5:30, May 20 
Chicken in the rough is on the 
menu for all those intrested in 
attending the semi-annual pic- 
nic of the YMCA to be held Thurs- 
day. May 20, at 5:30, at the "Y" 
cabin on the Seneca River. 
This affair is open for all stu- 
| dents, faculty members, and 
members of the college staff, and 
will meet primarily in the in- 
terest of more satisfactory co- 
ordination of the functions of the 
local YMCA as they relate to the 
religious, social, and scholastic 
activities of the campus. 
Mr. Holtzendorff cordially in- 
vites all to be present at this 
meeting. Tickets mey be had at 
twenty-five cents each for any 
Cabinet member of the YMCA. 
president of local denominational 
group, or member of "Y" staff. It 
has been requested that all those 
interested in attending this sup- 
per buy their ticket before May 
19, if possible, so that the number 
I expected to attend may be de- 
termined;   also,   in   the   event   oi 
j rain the affair will be held in the 
| college Field House, little gym. 
WiiSfcKwSfS*:-:-: 
Miss Betty Byrd of Kingstree and Winthrop was honored last 
Sunday afternoon as the Clemson cadet corps turned on its mag- 
netic charm and passed in review for her on Bowman Field as 
she stood with Cadet Colonel Brice Lytle. Miss Byrd was re- 
cently honored at the Military Ball as being chosen the honorary 
cadet colonel for the year, and therefore received the honor of re- 
viewing the cadets on Mother's Day. 
Addison Installed As President Of Calhoun 
Forensic Society At Banquet On Saturday 
James K. Addison, electrical 
engineering senior of Cottageviile, 
was installed as president of the 
fifty-four year old Calhoun Fo- 
rensic Society at the annual ban- 
quet last Saturday. 
Harold F. Landrith, arts and 
science senior of Seneca, presided. 
James N. Young, agricultural eco- 
nomic major of Florence, gave 
the invocation. Dr. D. W. Dan- 
iel delivered the main address, 
using as his topic "The Looking 
Glass and You." Following Dr. 
Daniel's address, Mr. Addison was 
sworn into office by the out-go- 
ing president. 
Douglas A. Barfield, vocational 
agricultural education senior of 
Kershaw, was installed as vice- 
president; David A. Foster, pre- 
medicine junior of Greenwood as 
secretary; John A. Richburg, civil 
engineering junior of Summerton, 
as treasurer; Earle E. Morris, arts 
and science junior of Pickens, as 
critic; George C. Fant, arts and 
science junior of Anderson, as 
tourney chairman; John L. Ridge- 
way, chemistry senior of Laurens, 
as corresponding secretary; Bill 
Darby, arts and science sophomore 
of Fort Motte, as historian; Wayne 
W. Ballentine, agricultural engi- 
neering sophomore of Blythwood, 
as chaplain; M. D. Rice, agronomy 
freshman of Kathwood as ser- 
geant-at-arms; H. E. McLeod, me- 
chanical engineering freshman of 
Rembert, and L. M. Wheatley, 
arts and science freshman of 
Kathwood as assistant sergeant- 
at-arms. 
Cecil R. Hodge, pre-medicine 
junior of Alcolu, and Frank 
Seddon, agricultural economics 
junior of Clemson were installed 
as intrafraternity representative 
on the Clemson Forensic Council. 
>  (Continued on Page 8) 
Aviation Cadets Are 
Now Being Accepted 
Colonel A. J. Thackston, Jr., 
Commandant at Clemson, has re- 
leased information concerning 
the reopening of aviation cadet 
training. The training is open 
to all qualified male citizens of 
the United States. 
Several requirements concern- 
ing eligibility, training, commis- 
sion and application are listed 
herein. 
ELIGIBILITY  RULES 
Any   unmarried   male     citizen 
between  20  and  26 1-2  years  of 
age who has one-half the credits 
leading  to   a  college  degree,    or 
can   pass     an     examination     to 
measure the equivalent; who can 
pass   the  physical   and    aptitude 
examinations   prescribed   for   the 
training,   and   who   has  not  pre- 
I viously completed or been elimi- 
j nated from a service flying school 
j course leading to a pilot's rating, 
■ is   eligible    for     aviation     cadet 
: training.    Applicants   who     have 
I of college study will be required 
to pass a written examination de- 
not completed two or more years 
signed   to   measure   its   education 
equivalent.     Those   meeting     the 
education requirements then must 
pass a physical examination    and 
the  Air Force Qualifying  exami- 
nation,   designed  to  find  out  the 
degree   to   which   an     applicant 
skill  demanded   in   modern  mili- 
has the aptitude, knowledge,  and 
Five Attend Furman 
Blue Key Meeting 
Fhe merrfbers of the Clemson 
Chapter of Blue Key visited the 
newly organized chapter of Blue 
Key on Furman University last 
week in an effort to get the 
new sister chapter started on the 
right foot. Members making thf 
trip were Giles Lewis. David 
Peebles, Jimmy Young. Alf Rob- 
inson and Mr. P. B. Holtzendoff. 
The newly organized Furman 
chapter received their petition 
approval from the National Head- 
quarters of Blue Key on Monday 
night, and have been working 
earnestly to get the club on active 
status. A similar group from 
Clemson made an earlier trip to 
Greenville to talk over plans for 
the orgnaization of the chapter, 
and to give the Furman boys a 
chance to ask questions pertain- 
ing to organizing the club. 
An installation banquet will be 
I held Tuesday night, May 18 in 
in the Poinsett Hotel in Green- 
ville at 8 p. m. Dr. D. W. Daniel 
of Clemson wiil be the speaker, 
and' a large delegation of stu- 
dents and faculty are expected to 
attend. 
Officers were also elected at 
the meeting in Greenville on 
Tuesday night. They were Henry 
Vogel, president; George Willis, 
vice-president; Tommy Thomason, 
recording secretary; and Bill 
Hiott, corresponding secretary. 
Other charter members of the 
chapter are Sonny Byrd, Basil 
Cummings, Kay Ezell, J. W. Pen- 
dergras, Clyde Bizzell, Lee Ham- 
rick, Bill Martin, W. W. Mclver 
and Max Rice. Mr. C. L. Rasor 
will act as faculty advisor. 
Stunt Night 
Be Tuesday 
Clemson's annual stunt night 
sponsored by Alpha Phi Omega 
will be held Tuesday night, May 
18 in the Outdoor Theater at 7:00. 
The dress rehersal will take place 
Monday night at 7:00 in the am- 
phitheater. A board of ethics will 
review the dress' show. 
All ROTC companies have been 
contacted and have planned to 
enter a stunt. Any interested 
veterans who are interested in 
forming some sort of show may 
do so. These groups are asked 
to contact Theo Boliver in room 
8-222. 
Business establishments and 
shows downtown are to give cash 
prizes for the winners and runner- 
I up. The prizes will consist of 
I passes to shows, cigaretts, and 
; cash rewards. A secret board of 
i judges   will   declare   the   winner. 
Met Star To Appear Here On 
October  7;   Plans  For 
Tickets Are Given 
CHOIR GROUP SECOND 
Clemson will be furnished with 
one of the finest series of concerns 
that has been here in sometime 
next season, according to infor- 
mation released by the concert 
committee, composed of students 
and   faculty  members. 
Five numbers will again round 
out the program, the first appear- 
ing here on Thursday, October 7, 
1948. Rise Stevens will open the 
series on that date. Succeeding 
numbers will find the Robert 
Shaw Choir on Thursday, No- 
vember 4, First Piano Quartet, 
sometime between the first and 
fifteenth of February, the Heifetz 
concert on Friday, March 4, 1949, 
and the Philadelphia Symphony 
Orchestra on Wednesday, April 
27,  1949. 
Miss Stevens is a star of opera, 
concert, radio, and movies. She 
got her start back in 1926 at the 
tender age of ten years on an 
amateur radio program. Since 
that time, the Metropolitain star 
has appeared on the Telephone 
Hour, the Voice of Firestone pro- 
gram, the James Melton show, 
the Coca-Cola show with Koste- 
lanetz, and the Cresta Blanca 
show with Morton Gould, in ad- 
dition to her duties with the Met. 
ROBERT   SHAW   CHOIR 
One of the most unique enter- 
tainment features of the series 
will be the Robert Shaw Choir 
composed of 32 picked voices out 
of his total group of 185 singers. 
Shaw first began his musical ca- 
reer at Pomona College, Cali- 
fornia. Fred Waring, one of the 
leading glee club leaders in the 
country, came to this campus to 
make a movie which had the 
Shaw group in it. Waring im- 
mediately recognized the young 
musician's talents and carried 
him back to New York as an ar- 
ranger for the huge Waring or- 
ganization. He served in this 
capacity from 1938 to 1940. In 
1943, Shaw was named the Out- 
standing American Born Conduc- 
tor by the American Society of 
Composers, Authors and Publish- 
ers. He has been director of some 
of the leading music schools in 
the country. 
This   concert   will  carry  Negro 
spirituals    and    selections    from 
Brahms,  Bach,  George Gershwin, 
Cole Porter and Jerome Kern. 
FIRST  PIANO  QUARTET 
The First Piano Quartet will 
bring the first of its kind of 
program to Clemson in early Feb- 
ruary. This group was the first 
of this type to be organized in 
America and was acclaimed by 
critics as a new era in American 
music. At the present time, the 
quartet is broadcasting weekly 
programs over 300 radio stations, 
and has given concerts in more 
than 200 cities. 
The group is composed of 
Adam Garner, Vladimir Padwa, 
Frank Mittler, and Edward Ed- 
son. All four men are concert 
solo artists. 
HEIFETZ PROGRAM 
The Heifetz program will bring 
to the Clemson campus one of the 
foremost leaders in the violin 
playing world. Heifetz has at- 
tained international fame in his 
world travels, and the music 
lovers in the surrounding terri- 
tory have expressed much grati- 
tude in obtaining this often- 
sought-after master. 
The final program of the year 
will bring the Philadelphia Sym- 
phony here under the direction 
of Eugene Ormandy. The Penn- 
sylvania group is one of the 
largest of its kind in the world, 
and ranks high with the music 
critics as one of the leading 
musical organizations in the world, 
add concert series P-l   — 
One thousand season tickets 
will be immediately available for 
the 1948-1949 concert series on 
the condition, however, that 500 
of these tickets will be set aside 
to be purchased by members of 
the college staff including the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
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Keys A war ded Outstanding 
Little Theater Members 
ASCE Project Is 
Planned For 1948 
At   a   meeting   of   the. student 
chapter of the American  Society 
of Civil Engineers held  April 27. 
a  project   for   the   semester   was 
' decided   upon. 
Because of a lack of time, the 
original project was changed, and 
an alternate plan to obtain pic- 
tures featuring civil engineering 
from the South Carolina Highway 
Department was agreed upon. 
The members will frame the pic- 
tures and hang them in the civil 
engineering   classrooms. 
Other business included a dis- 
cussion of the methods of initia- 
tion and a report from the ban- 
quet committee. It was decided 
to hold a banquet in the middle 
of May, but no definite date has 
yet  been  set. 
Mr. F. R. Sweeney, consultant 
engineer of Anderson and contac' 
representative for the A. S. C. E. 
ehfoter at Clemson, met with the 
chapter an,d discussed briefly the 
benefits of membership in the 
student chapters. 
Mr. Sweeney, who taught in 
the Mechanics Department . at 
Clemson from 1942 to 1945, has 
had extensive experience in the 
hydraulics field and is recognized 
throughout the nation as the en- 
gineer of Santee-Cooper and 
Buzzards   Roost. 
Two movies, "The Search for 
Security" on the evolution and 
benefits of insurance and "Main- 
line, U. S. A." on railroading, were 
also shown. 
C, L McLendon Here 
To Discuss Reunions 
C. A. McLendon, president of 
the class of '08, from Atlanta. 
Georgia, visited the campus for a 
few days last week to confer with 
the Alumni Association about 
plans for the forthcoming class 
reunions during Commencement 
week. 
Mr. McLendon is the Senior 
Agronomist and Regional Director 
of the Cotton Improvement Pro- 
ject, Division of Cotton and Other 
Fiber Crops and Diseases, Bureau 
of Plant Industry, U. S. Depart- 
ment of Agriculture. 
Hodge Heads Pre-Med 
Club For 1948-49 
At a recent meeting of Delta 
Sigma Nu, local pre-med club, 
officers for the year 1948-49 were 
elected, and a new key design was 
presented and accepted by the 
club. 
Cecil R. Hodge, junior from Al- 
colu, was elected to serve as pres- 
ident for the coming year. Other 
officers elected are R. E. Acker- 
man, junior from Monks Corner, 
vice-president; and James E. Bar- 
nett, junior from Marietta, sec- 
retary-treasurer. 
No standing committees have 
yet been appointed by the new 
president. 
4 Seniors And 8 Juniors Given 
Keys  For  Outstanding 
Dramatic Work 
THREE   CLASSIFICATIONS 
Have you heard about the wo- 
man who had water on the knee 
and cured it by wearing pumps? 
—New Rochelle Tatler. 
Clemson College's Little Thea- 
ter Group has awarded keys to 
four seniors and eight juniors for 
outstanding achievement in dra- 
matics on the campus. The keys 
were awarded by three classifica- 
tions as follows: (1) achievement 
in acting, (2) achievement in pro- 
duction, and (3) merit for work 
on the executive board which 
governs the Little Theater. 
Mr. J. P. Winter, director of 
dramatics and advisor to the 
Little Theater, ascertains elegi- 
bilty. 
For outstanding work on the 
executive board, keys were award- 
ed to David L. Peeples, arts and 
sciences junior of Hampton, Vir- 
ginia, retiring president of the 
Little Theater and business man- 
ager of Alpha Psi Omega, national 
honorary dramatic fraternity; and 
to Cecil R. Hodges, pre-meidcine 
junior of Alcolu, secretary of the 
Little Theater and also a member 
of Alpha Psi Omega. 
Also, Earle E. Morris, arts and 
sciences junior of Pickens, treas- 
urer of the group; Robert O. Wat- 
son, pre-medicine junior of Bla- 
ney, historian of the Little Thea- 
ter; Harold F. Landrith, arts and 
sciences ' senior of Seneca, presi- 
dent of the Alpha Psi Omega; and 
Frank Seddon, agricultural eco- 
nomics junior oil Clemson. 
The following men were award- 
ed keys for excelling along act- 
ing lines: George A. Beach, me- 
chanical engineering senior of Co- 
lumbia, who took leads in "Ten 
Little Indians", "Blithe Spirit", 
and "The Bishop Misbehaves"; 
Albert L. Walker, mechanical en- 
gineering junior of South Orange, 
New Jersey, with the leads in 
"Evening .Dress Indispensible" 
and "The Male Animal"; James 
B. Shuler, arts and sciences senior 
of McClellanville, with leading 
roles in "The Male Animal" and 
"The Bishop Misbehaves"; and 
Jeff D. McMahan III, textile en- 
gineering junior of Columbia for 
roles in "The Bishop Misbehaves" 
and "The Male Animal", and for 
serving as production manager 
of "The Male Animal". 
Awards for outstanding pro- 
duction staff work' went to Paul 
R. Lunsford, textile manufactur- 
ing junior of Charlotte, N. C, 
for yroduction manager of "Blithe 
Spirit". 
Awards for outstanding pro- 
duction staff work went to Paul 
R. Lunsford, a member of Alpha 
Psi Omega, for production man- 
ager of "Blithe Spirits"; James D. 
Hogan, arts and sciences junior 
of Columbia, for achievement 
along advertising lines and as a 
member of the "Ten Little In- 
dians" cast; Leo E. Kirven, a mem- 
ber of Alpha Psi Omega, arts and 
sciences senior of Sumter, for 
make-up work; and Thomas B. 
Love, arts and sciences senior of 
Monroe, N. C, for work on ad- 
vertising and stage crew. 
ATTENTION, CAR OWNERS 
Since summer is almost here, now is the time to 
have strategic points checked on your year to save la- 
ter troubles. Here are a few items that we check for 
you at a reasonable cost: 
• RADIATOR AND HOSE 
• CYLINDERHEAD BOLTS 
• CARBURAT.OR AND FEED PUMP 
• SPARKPLUGS AND DISTRIBUTOR, 
• FRONT END AND ALIGNMENT 
• WHEEL BALANCING 
See Us For Complete Auto Service 
1EE PALMER & SONS 
Across From Sinclair Oil Co. 
Seneca, S. C. «     Phone 718 
Kirvin New Prexy 
Of Tau Kappa Alpha 
Leo E. Kirven, pre-medicine 
junior of Pinewood, was elected 
president of the Clemson chapter 
of Tau Kappa Alpha, national 
honor fraternity in Forensics, at a 
recent meeting. 
Sam E. McGregor, dairy senior 
of Lykesland, was chosen as vice- 
president; Bob Berry of Atlanta, 
Ga., was elected as secretary, and 
| Harry   Ulmer,   chemistry   sopho- 
| more of Hartsville, was elected 
treasurer. 
The installation of the new of- 
ficers was performed at the an- 
nual 'Calhoun Forensic Society 
Banquet. 
The outgoing officers are 
Harold F. Landrith, arts and 
sciences senior  of Seneca,  presi- 
j dent; Leo E. Kirven, vice-presi- 
dent;  James  R.  Jacques,  physics 
! senior of Ware Shoals, secretary; 
j and Sam E. McGregor, treasurer. 
Tau Kappa Alpha, which holds 
j membership in the Association of 
; College Fraternities, came to 
Clemson in 1948. To be eligible 
for membership, a student must 
be at least in his third semester in 
college, must have an outstanding 
record in forsensics, and have a 
grade point ratio of 6. At present, 
there are nine members. 
Dr. M. A. Owings has been re- 
elected faculty adviser. 
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Ifs Better To Receive 
Trying To Deaf With Telegrapher Deason 
Lem ShifSett Grows 100- 
Proof Corn By The Quart 
Lewis Attends Navy 
Meet In Dublin, Eire 
James Henry Lewis, stewards- 
man, USN, husband of Mrs. 
Dorothy Lewis, Clemson,. was 
among the one thousand officers 
and enlisted men who were wel- 
comed in Dublin, Eire, April 22 as 
the United States Navy paid its 
first visit of courtesy to the shores 
of the Irish Free Sate since before 
World War II. 
He is serving aboard the light 
cruiser USS Fresno, which was 
escorted by the destroyer USS 
William R. Rush and USS John- 
ston, to the Irish capital. 
Many parties have been ar- 
ranged for the crew's entertain- 
ment during their week's stay in 
Dublin. The United States Navy 
Band from Headquarters Com- 
mand Company in London, Eng- 
land, will play for dances and 
several public  cpncerts. 
A large number of the men, in- 
cluding Admiral Richard L. Conol- 
ly, Commander-in-Chief of U. S. 
Naval Forces, Eastern Atlantic 
and Mediterranean, are directly 
descended from Irish forebearers 
and will visit relatives and friends. 
Free Cigarettes Be 
Given By Mr. ABC 
Get out those cigarettes stu- 
dents—Mr. ABC arrives on the 
campus this week. 
Mr. ABC is a paid representa- 
tive of the Chesterfield Cigarette 
Company who will be at the col- 
lege for a few weeks to find out 
how many students are getting 
their nicotine kicks from his com- 
pany's product. 
. Mr. ABC told The Tiger he in- 
tends to stroll around the campus 
to find out the number of Ches- 
terfield smokers at Clemson. 
Every person in possession of a 
pack of Chesterfields at the time 
Mr. ABC stops them will receive 
a pack gratis from the cigarette 
official. 
If you actually happen to be 
smoking a Chesterfield at the 
precise instant Mr. ABC accosts 
you, you hit the jack pot and 
Mr. ABC will award you two 
packs  of  Chesterfields. 
One instructor at Texas Uni- 
versity was widely known for 
giving the same final each year. 
"Don't you know," asked one 
of his friends, "that students 
will save the exams from year 
to year, and come prepared in 
advance?" 
"Doesn't matter, I change the 
answers   every   year."—Temple 
Slacks 
—Swim Trunks 
—Sport Shirts 
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SENECA. S.C 
By Dave Spiner 
At least one person was un- 
happy when it was declared that, 
as far as Clemson is concerned, 
"mountain   dew"   must  go. 
It wasn't easy to get an inter- 
view with old Lem Shiflett. I'm 
under oath not to tell how I got 
there, but I can say that I forded 
the Seneca river twice, waded 
Seven-Mile Crick, and slashed 
through two cane-brakes before I 
caught sight of Lem's distillery. 
His pack of hounds bounded 
out thinking I was a revenooer, 
but after I tossed them each a 
plug of Brown-Mule they sat in 
their tracks chomping contented- 
ly. Lem caught the scene, so he 
was all smiles when I walked up. 
"Yew ain't a givvermint man?" 
he said. "Nope, well be ye on the 
Senior Council?" The old moon- 
shiner was quickly reassured, and 
the interview got under way. 
First he asked me why it was 
that the boys brought over hair- 
tonic bottles for refilling. "What's 
wrong with my fruit-jars?" he 
wanted to know. "Why, the other 
day summon' toted in a book with 
pages cut out and an empty flask 
wedged in. First sensible thing 
I seen in a book yit!" 
As a Chemistry student, I want- 
ed to know how Lem's distillery 
worked. "Quite a set-up you got 
thar, neighbor," I said. "How'd 
you ever figger it out?" 
Old Lem splattered a pine sap- 
ling ten foot away with nicotine 
before he drawled, "Well, pard- 
ner, most of the rig is hand-me- 
down from grandpap, but 'bout' 
five years ago an old gent with 
glasses come out. 'Your hydrau- 
lics system is all wrong' he. lowed, 
and in about two hours tinkerin', 
damned if he didn't double my 
perduction! College larnin' comes 
in a mite handy now and then." 
Lem excused himself to stir his 
mash, and the interview was end- 
ed. All the way home I wonder- 
ed which pages I could dispense 
with in my MacMillan Handbook. 
Have Weiner Roast 
Attention is called to all Chero- 
kee County-Clemson Club mem- 
bers by a notice from John W. 
Fowler, president, that the club 
will have a "wiener roast" and 
dance Saturday night, May 15, at 
seven p. m. at the Isaac Walton 
Hotel in Gaffney. 
Members are requested to pay 
their, dues so that adequate funds 
will be available for the party. 
Anyone not paying his dues by 
Friday, May 14, will be dropped 
from the roll and will not be en- 
titled to the privileges of the club. 
Dues may be paid to- J. W. Fow- 
ler in room 3-B29 or to J. D. 
Gault in room 1041 of the "Barn." 
Enoch Larry Whitten 
Reburied At Greer 
F 2-c Enoch Larry Whitten, son 
of Mr. and Mrs. R. A. Whitten of 
Clemson, was reburied last Sat- 
urday afternoon, May 8, at four 
o'clock in Greer, South Carolina, 
with the Rev. Wannamaker Har- 
din, Clemson Methodist Pastor, 
and the Rev. Wallace Friday, 
Spartanburg Methodist Pastor, of- 
ficiating. 
Whitten finished Clemson-Cal- 
houn High School in the summer 
of 1944 and entered the Navy. He 
was accidentally electrocuted on 
May 3, 1945, on the light cruiser 
USS Amsterdam one-half day off 
the coast of Cuba. 
Adams Be Delegate 
To Tau Beta Pi Meet 
At an open-air meeting on the 
quadrangle Monday evening, J. H. 
Adams, civil engineering junior of 
Greenville, was elected as the 
Clemson delegate to the national 
convention of Tau Beta Pi, to be 
held sometime in the fall in 
Austin, Texas. The local honor 
fraternity also selected as alter- 
nate for the convention Ben 
Neely. electrical engineering jun- 
ior of Rock Hill. 
At the last- meeting of the fra- 
ternity, the new officers for the 
coming year were elected. The 
men honored were Ben Neely, 
president; J. T. Price, civil engi- 
neering junior of Anderson, vice 
president; Hugh Wayne, electri- 
cal engineering junior of Charles- 
ton, recording secretary; F. J. 
Cappelmann, electrical engineer- 
ing junior of Beaufort, corres- 
ponding secretary; and C. C. Hind- 
man III, electrical engineering 
junior  of  Greenville,  treasurer. 
By  A.  McNEIL  HOWARD 
An    incident    that    approached 
a major catastrophe took place in 
Western  Union    the     other   day. 
Things   were   thrown   into   such 
complete    disorder    that    Deason, 
■ the operator,  office boy,  delivery 
| boy,  messenger,   and   manager  of 
| the local branch, hasn't been able 
to get them straight yet. 
It seems that Jim Connor, pre- 
medicine junior of Timmonsville, 
] had somehow come by some extra 
money. To keep from spending 
it over the dance week-end, he 
decided to send it home to his 
mother. 
Jim went into the Western 
Union office, waited patiently for 
Deason to get through flirting 
, with some of the main office girls 
' who happened to be in the Juice 
Shop, then said, "I want to get a 
money    order,    please." 
"What's your name, Sonny?" 
"Jim   Connor." 
Deason leafed through some 
•papers on the desk and said, "It 
hasn't come .yet; come back in a 
little  while." 
"But I'm not expecting one," 
Jim said. "I want to get one." 
Deason looked through the 
papers again and said, "Naw, you 
haven't got one. Come back after 
chow." 
Jim was about to blow his top. 
"Dammit, nobody's trying to send 
me any money. I want to send 
some home." 
"Great Scott, we've never, had 
that to happen before. I'll have 
to look up the procedure on that." 
Deason began pulling books out 
from under the counter. 
Jim just decided to send a 
postal money order. He turned 
around and walked out, not say- 
ing anything because he figured 
anything he said would only foul 
Bradfield Wins Poetry 
Contest Held Recently 
. The Tiger's poetry editor, J. 
W. Bradfield, has been notified 
by the. Poetry Society of South 
Carolina that he is to be awarded 
the Skylark Prize for the best 
poem submitted by a college or 
high school student in this state. 
His prize - winning poem, 
"Should Thought E'er Turn To 
Wings," will appear in a forth- 
coming pamphlet to be published 
by the Poetry Society of South 
Carolina. 
Bradfield, a civil engineering 
junior, hails from Charlotte, N. C. 
Mickey     Vernon,      Washington 
bean pole first sacker, has    been 
the most consistent hitter on the 
Senators club  this season.    Ver- j 
non led American League batters j 
in '46 with a healthy average. 
SORRELLS REFRIGERATION - 
& ELECTRIC CO. 
Frigidaire 
Sales and Service 
Clemson, S. C 
Seneca, S. C. 
Phone 6001 
Phone 741 
World Study Tours 
"Sightseeing plus insight" is the 
keynote of the more than twenty 
studytours offered to college stu- 
dents and described in an illus- 
trated booklet just issued by , 
World Studytours, of the Colum- 
bia University Travel Service. 
World Studytours, a non-profit 
educational corporation, was the f 
first agency to undertake student 
travel to Europe after the war. 
They arranged one studytour in 
the summer of 1946 and six last 
summer. Studytours for 1948 vary 
in length from 21 days to 97 days, 
and in cost from $230 to $1960. 
They include Eastern Europe, be- 
hind the alleged iron curtain, as 
well as Western Europe, South' 
America, Hawaii, Australia, New ' 
Zealand, and points of interest in 
the United States. 
Several European trips for stu- 
dents are scheduled at costs of 
only about $600 from New York 
back to New York. The figure: 
includes steamship, rail and bus- 
fares, rooms, meals, guides, ad- 
mission fees, and the leadership 
of an educator especially skilled 
in combining the recreational as- 
pects of travel with opportunities 
to meet people and to observe life 
abroad in ways.which most tour- 
ists miss. 
things up that much more. 
At least, that's the way the 
story was told to me in good faith 
by  a  usually  reliable  source. 
* 
.. TRAVEL 
AROLINA STAGES 
Operated by old Clemson man 
HAMISH TURNER 
Schedules Leaving Clemson For: 
1. Anderson 
AM 7:40,   11:04 
PM 1:25, 3:55, 7:15 
2. Greenville & Spartanburg 
AM 6:38 
PM 12:40, 5:10 
3. Greenwood and Columbia 
AM 7:40, 11:04 
PM 1:25, 3:55, 7:15 
4. Newberry 
AM 3:55 
5. Anderson, Florence,   Clin- 
ton,   Whitmire,    Carlisle, 
Chester,   Rock   Hill,    Ft. 
Mill, Charlotte. 
AM 11:04 
PM 3:55 
We now operate, through buses Charlotte to Tampa, connec- 
tions with this service can be made at Whitmire, S. C. 
For additional information, fares and schedules, con. 
tact local agent. 
CHARTER TRIPS: Contact home office, Spartanburg, S. 
or branch office, Anderson, S. C. 
WE HAUL EXPRESS 
C, 
Greatlune-Great RECORD 
It's Bob Eberly's waxing of "You Can't Run 
Away From Love." — Decca Record Release 
BOB EBERLY, the romantic ballad singer, 
gives some old but good advice to cuddlesome 
twosomes on this click-disc. 
And Bob has another good word for 
smokers. As Bob sings it, "I've tried a lot 
of different brands of cigarettes—but 
Camels suit me best." 
Try Camels on your "T-Zone"-T for Taste... 
T for Throat. See for yourself why, with Bob Eberly 
and countless other smokers who have tried and 
compared, Camels are the 
"choice of experience." 
/More peopfe,ate,>ofe**gCfi0l$ik* ever befo&l 
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A TAPS BEAUTY STEPS FROM THE BOOK 13 BOYS RECEIVE MILITARY AWARDS AT RECENT MOTHER'S DAY REVIEW P.HSL WALTZES JEAN . I ^ la Ki 
IM      >, 
Miss Eleanor Hanckel of Charleston makes her debut as a Taps 
beauty queen at the recent Junior-Senior-Taps Ball held in the 
Field House last Friday. She was one of the eight beauties that 
walked "out of the book" for the huge throng that attended the 
series of dances. Dick Imershein escorts Miss Hanckel down the 
steps while Miss Jean Hutto is stepping up in the background for 
her walk down the aisle. 
Thirteen members of the Clenison cadet corps received medals 
during the Mother's Day parade on Bowman Field this past Sun- 
day afternoon for outstanding achievement in the military ranks 
for the past year.    Among the awards presented to the cadets 
were the Andrew Pickens medaL, the. R. W. Simpson medal for 
the best drilled cadet in the junior, sophomore and freshman 
class, the best drilled squad, platoon and company and two medals 
for outstanding work in the Quartermaster Corps. 
After all eight Taps beauties were presented to the dancars at 
the Junior-Senior-Taps hop last Friday night, they strolledMown 
the human-made aisle to the stage at the front of the Field House 
where they were all presented orchids. Phil Corker, president 
of the Central Dance Association, waltzes his charming date, 
Miss Jean Hutto, of Limestone College, while enthusiastic spec- 
tators look on. 
DR. POOLS TAKES A LOOK AT SOME OF THE FAIR EXHIBITS JOHN DEWEY PUTS ON A SHOW 'SMITTY' PRESENTS BETTY WITH ROSES FOR PARADE 
One of the big features of this past week-end was the Clemson Fair that was run off on Saturday 
and Sunday with numerous campus visitors taking in the exhibits, shows, and demonstrations. Dr. 
K. F. Pooie, President of Clemson, takes time out to look over the fine lot of cattle that was displayed 
on the campus between the library and Long Hall, the agricultural building. Interested spectators 
can be seen in the background looking over some of the finest cattle in the state. 
Professor John D. Lane, one of ihe tcp foremost speakers in the 
state, delivered the main address to the Taps banquet attendants 
last Saturday night, and furnished the group with several good 
laughs throughout his talk. The genial Clemson figure impressed 
upon his listeners that the Clemson spirit has returned to pre-war 
status and is here to' stay. 
«s888S88»S88S!yaSwS:o 
One of the many honors bestowed on Miss Betty Byrd last Sunday afternoon was the presentation 
of a huge bouquet of roses by Lewis B. Smith on behalf of the cadet corps. Miss Byrd, serving as 
honorary cadet colonel for the year, received her flowers at the beginning of the festivities. Brice 
Lytle, Clemson cadet colonel, holds rigid attention as "Colonel" Byrd receives her bonquet. 
BOARD OF VISITORS LOOK OVER CAMPUS AND QIVE FAVORABLE REPORT MUCH TURKEY AND TRIMMINGS CONSUMED BY HUGE JUNIOR-SENIOR CROWD 
Clemson welcomed the Board of Visitors to the campus last week 
for a three-day inspection of the campus and departments of the 
school. Among the highlights of the visit was a parade by the 
entire cadet corps on Thursday afternoon in their honor.    Presi- 
dent Robert F. Poole and Colonel A. J. Thackston, Jr., were 
among those to welcome the visitors. They are shown in the 
left of the picture. 
The 1948 Junior-Senior banquet was one of the big highlights 
of the past week-end and was the curtain raiser on Clemson's 
largest week-end since before the war. The large mess hall was 
jammed to capacity, and the Tiger cameraman was able to only 
catch a small number of the estimated 1,300 to 1,400 that attended. 
After enjoying a big turkey dinner, Mr. B. O. Williams delivered 
the main address. 
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THE WEEK-END AT A GLANCE 
Clemson's largest weekend of the year has just been 
placed in the hooks and considered by all authorities as being 
very successful. The largest crowd was on the campus 
since before the war. People came from many miles to 
see their favorite sons put on a typical Clemson review. Not 
since Mother's Day of 1912 when 18.000 crowded the old 
Riggs Field stadium has Clemson been so honored. 
All who contributed toward the success of the dances. 
the banquets, the fair and military affairs are to be com- 
mended. Without the painstaking help of all concerned, 
the week-end would have not been successful. 
BANQUETS, DANCES, FAIRS GALORE 
.One of the largest crowds in history turned out for the 
Junior-Senior banquet that came off on Friday night An 
estimated 1,400 were scheduled to attend the affair, and not 
only enjoyed a fine meal, but an inspiring talk by B. 0. 
Williams. 
■Orchids are in order to Mr. Lindsey and his mess hall 
staff for tin-! such a templing turkey suppei with all 
the trimmings, and also members of the planning committee. 
Everybody got their share of dancing in for two nights. 
Jimmie Lunceford's orchestra provided some of the hotest 
jive that has rolled into Clemson in many a moon. The 
patrons for the CDA turned out to be a very orderly group, 
and in some cases, you could lake lour dance steps and get 
bumped only six times. This was one of the largest crowds 
ever to attend a dance at Clemson. Some, estimates termed 
it an even larger crowd than turned out for the Mid-Win!; rs 
dance in 1912 when Charlie Spivak furnished the notes. 
For the first time sice before the war, the Clemson Fair 
returned to the campus, and all departments put on their 
Sunday-go-to-meeting clothes for the visitors. Cattle shows 
and judging, exhibits, demonstrations and the like look place 
throughout the buildings and on the campus proper on Sat- 
urday and Sunday. 
All features of the fair interested a certain per cei 
the people that came to Clemson lor the weekend because 
visitors from all walks of life were here and attended the 
portion that entertained them most. Still others visited 
other parts of the fair for the pure curiosity. However, all 
departments that had a hand in the planning have expressed 
satisfaction in the attention that each exhibit received. 
SOME PEOPLE STILL WONT COOPERATE 
The cadets on the campus went through their final big 
inspection of the year last Monday and Tuesday, and all 
were excused from class on Tuesday. The duties of each, 
cadet are taken up ai sometime during the day either meet- 
ing formations or staying in their room wailing for inspec- 
tion. The Commandant's office put out memorandum 
several weeks in advance of the spring inspection and asked 
that the college professors refrain from giving quizzes" on 
that day as cadets would not be able to attend classes due 
to military duties 
However, despite the plea from the front office for co- 
operation, several of the faculty look the negative altitude 
and persisted in giving quizzes on Tuesday. Even though 
some comment might have been made in the class at the 
time that the'quiz was assigned, it was shirred off with some 
Sarcastic remark. 
This is definitely nol the rigid attitude to take. Sin- 
dents usually meet classes two to three limes a week, and we 
are certain that of all the boys that a quiz could he taken, 
the faculty should see the way of the military at least one 
day of the school year and not give tests on the day suggested. 
We know that the ones who fail to cooperate are in the 
minority, but then; should he no minority at al! there 
should he 100 per cent cooperation from the entire faculty. 
Ie Says m   m 
Last week the Board of Visit- 
ors was highly complimentary of 
Clemson student body. 
Special mention was made of the 
neatness of the cadets and the 
cleanliness of the campus. They 
wanted to know how I had been 
able to get students to pick up 
papers and I' advised them that 
it was a voluntary act on the 
part of the students and free of 
any coercion on my part. I was 
pleased to inform them that 
most of the excellent values at 
CJemson are voluntarily initiated 
and performed by students and 
faculty. 
Clemson    students   may    well- 
take pride in the splendid man- 
ner in which they made the past 
weekend a gala occasion and 
demonstrated the college at' its 
best for their mothers, sweet- 
j hearts, and friends. In reality 
the young- ladies who attend the 
Clemson dances become our best 
ambassadors of goodwill. They 
come from all parts of the state 
and thereby give the college 
wider  acquaintance. 
No doubt insufficient housing 
facilities to entertain guests at 
Clemson prevented many people 
from seeing the excellent exhibits 
on Saturday. Those who were 
fortunate enough to go through 
the various schools and , see the 
demonstrations must have been 
The Clemson Women's ■ Club 
held its regular meeting on 
Thursday, May 6. Mrs. Robert 
J. Wykes, of Greenwood, gave 
a talk on "Some Educational 
Problems in South Carolina. The 
decorations were May baskets. 
Many of the families of Clem- 
hould be congratulated for 
their assistance in taking care 
of the girls for the dances and of 
the families that came to Clem- 
son for Mothers' Day. Some of 
the homes had as many as six 
girls staying and also had friends 
visiting on the Campus to drop 
in on them. 
Miss Lillie Yarborough, of 
Clinton, recently visited the D. 
N.  Harrises. 
The    Clemson    Garden    Club 
with Mrs. R.  A.  McGintry, 
on Monday, May 10.   Prof. D. B. 
krans gave a talk on "Wild 
v&rs  of  South  Carolina." 
The   Fort   Hill   Garden   Club 
had   as   its   speaker   Dr.   O.   B. 
ison.    His subject was "Day 
Lilies."     Officers   were   elected: 
Miss    Cornelia    Graham,    Pres- 
fL^ffi! 
By   THOMAS   A.   COLLINGS 
ident; Mrs. J. A. Dean, Vice- 
President; and Mrs. C. i O. Gar-, 
rison, Secretary-Treasurer. A 
•plan was decided on to cooperate 
in beautifying Clemson town 
and campus. 
Miss Hazel Collings has re- 
turned from a trip to Florida,' 
Mexico  and  California. 
The Chatterer thinks the local 
Legion Auxiliary must be a go- 
getting organization. They held 
an open meeting on Tuesday 
afternoon with a program ar- 
ranged by the Poppy Day Com- 
mittee, with Mrs. A. E. Schil- 
letter as Poppy Chairman. 
Among the interesting items on 
the program were a description 
of Flanders Field by Miss Mary 
Katherine Littlejohn; recitations, 
"In Flanders Field" and "Amer- 
ica's Answer", by Janet and 
Rose Jones. Rev. Gerard Ma- 
guire sang "There Is No Death" 
and "Lest We Forget'.'; and Mrs. 
G. E. Coakley sang "Poppies 
Carry On". Mrs. R. K. Eaton 
accompanied at the piano. A 
letter from the State Rehabilita- 
impressed. The experience in 
preparing the exhibits was most 
helpful to the students because 
many of them will someday be 
cabled upon to prepare exhibits 
and to demonstrate various 
products. 
I did not miss much of what 
you had for your guests last 
week and I was pleased with 
everything. Everyone of you 
who added to the values of 
Clemson deserved the many fav- 
orable commendations you re- 
ceived. I am looking forward 
to next year when you will again 
place Clemson on parade. 
R. F. Poole, President 
0       * 
lion Chairman, Mrs. J\ K. Ewart, 
was read. It told of the making 
of the 'poppies by the veterans. 
M rs. F. A. Sharp gave a report 
of the rehabilitation work done 
by the local chapter. Mrs. Cure- 
ton gave a report on the child 
welfare work done. Poppy post- 
er awards were given to George 
Niitt and Emily Stevenson. The 
hostesses at the meeting were 
Mrs. J. G. Lindsay and Mrs. 
Cureton. Rev. S. J. L. Crouch 
closed the meeting with prayer. 
Mrs. Walter Cox is the president 
of the local chapter. 
Prof. Shelley, and junior and 
senior agronomy majors, plus 
a few members of the Ag. Eco- 
nomics and Ag. Engineering de- 
partments, toured the Georgia 
farm which was rehabilitated in 
one day by the Soil Conservation 
Service. 
The local alumni had a bar- 
becue at the "Y" Cabin on Wed- 
nesday  night. 
The A. A. U. W. entertained 
their husbands at a banquet at 
the Y. M. C. A. on Thursday 
night. 
e^o^d ^touttd t&e *P%e$o$d> 
la Semi of Hartsville was 
the week-end guest of Phil and 
kin of Unit 49. Also 
visiting with the Boykins this 
past week was Phil's sister, Mrs. 
C. E. Moody, of Alexandria, Va. 
By  CHARLOTTE  H. HAY 
Unit 43 were Julia's mother, Mrs. 
H. N. Antley, and sister, Mary, of 
Orangeburg.. Lewis' parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. K. B. Calo, and sisters, 
Harriet and Betty, of Monetta 
came up on Sunday. 
Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Rigby of 
Manning have been visiting their 
son-in-law and daughter, Banks 
and Agnes McFadden of Unit 223. 
Steve and Mary Darlington of 
Unit 121 had as their guests Mary's 
mother, Mrs. Gilliard Pinckney, 
and sisters, Peppi and Sally, of 
cston. Mr. and Mrs. Mc- 
Graw Darby of Mt. Pleasant also 
passed the week-end with Mary 
and Steve. 
Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Cappelmann, 
Sr., of Columbia weekended on 
the campus with their, son and 
daughter-in-law, Henry and Dot 
Cappelmann,  of Unit 54. 
Sgt. and Mrs. W. T. Davis and 
little Billy Davis of Unit 195 mot- 
ored to Haralson, Ga., last week- 
end to spend Mother's- Day with 
Sgt. Davis' parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. S. Davis. 
Little Sonny Brockman cele- 
'1 his third birthday last Fri- 
day with a party at the home of 
his parents, Ernest and Lorene 
Brockman,  Unit  345. 
Small guests included Patsy 
and Jimmie McGill, Marvin San- 
ders, George Drake, Brenda Kin- 
ard. Jerry and Gordon Pickens, 
Harriette Braswell, Jimmie Gilli- 
Joyce Bright, June Camp- 
bell, Jane Gardner and Pam Chil- 
ders. 
The H. C. Pep'pers of Unit 226 
had as their guests Horace's sis- 
ters, Polly Pepper of the Univer- 
sity of South Carolina and Jean 
Pepper of Winthrop College. 
Elizabeth Pendergrass of Bre- 
neau College spent the week-end 
with her uncle and aunt, Mr. and 
Mrs. O. W. Deason, and cousin, 
Jane' of Unit 225. 
Tyler and Marie Russell of 
Unit 95 entertained for the mem- 
bers of A. S. A. E. and their dates 
with an intermission party Fri- 
day night. Special guests included 
Professor and Mrs. W. N. iMc- 
Adams and Professor and Mrs. 
Joe   Richardson. 
George and Margaret Barnes of 
Unit 210 had as their guests over 
the week-end Dot Linton, Helen 
Devere, and Lillian Hagan, all of 
Savannah. 
Paul and Joyce Seabrook have 
returned to their home at Unit 
50. Joyce has been visiting her 
parents in Spartanburg while 
Paul attended the annual meeting 
of the National Association of 
Radio Farm Directors in Wash- 
ington. 
Minnie Thomas of Charlotte 
spent the week-end with the C. 
W. Risers of Unit 233. 
Pete and Grace Ingram of Unit 
56 had as their houseguests Pete's 
family, the C. S. Ingrams, of 
Hartsville. Little Nancy Ingram 
accompanied her grandparents to 
their home for a brief visit. 
Visiting Lewis and Julia Cato of 
Lt. Col. and Mrs. Ralph Cros- 
by of Unit 91 have as their guest 
Mrs. Crosby's mother, Mrs. H. H. 
Salley of Springfield. 
Visiting Charles and Mary Lund 
of Unit 219 were Mary's mother 
and father of Columbia and her 
brother from Charlotte. 
e Town 
By CHARLIE STILL 
The Renaissance men Is passed back and forth on the neatness 
Back   in   the   early   postwar   era,   when and hospitality of Clemson men, both cadets 
Clemson again was beginning to take up. the and veterans alike.    The many events and 
plowshares of peace, the pages of this news- activities lived up to all expectations, as co- 
paper were filled with one principal question. 
Claring forth in bold black and white were 
the words "Where is the old Clemson 
Spirit?" In,the cartoon space a dilapidated 
skeleton of a "Clemson Tiger" was shown, to 
typify the degeneration of   the   old   spirit. 
operation plus hard work paid big dividends 
in unveiling the "new Clemson Spirit" before 
the public eye. 
II would be practically impossible to give 
credit to all those deserving it; however spe- 
cific mention should go  to  the  work done 
There were many answers for the demand- by the various departments of the college, 
ihg question; it had gone off to war and had the Military Department, the Central Dance 
not returned, or things had chaged so that Association, and the Junior Class.    The ad- 
"Clemson Spirit" was obsolete, or it was just minislrative  authorities    were    particularly 
plain  "dead".    Even now it would be ex- Well pleased with the overall effect  of   the 
tremely hard to say whether any or all these work done. 
answers were correct, hut now there can be The Time Has Come 
no doubt that a new "Clemson Spirit"  has Temporarily laid aside during the empha- 
come into being. 
If the "old spirit" is truly dead, as many 
observers seem to think, it may be just as 
well, since a new and broader one has taken 
over. Perhaps born with some of the pre- 
war atmosphere, the "new spirit" made it- 
self felt far and wide during the "big week- 
end" of May 7-9. Persons who have seen 
"old Clemson" at its best found no short- 
comings in the atmosphere that has pre- 
vailed on the campus during the past few 
days. 
sis on "extracurricular" activeties last week, 
the old problems of hooks and quizzes once 
again mbvc up front in the life of the Clem- 
son man. The awful burden of unread pa- 
rallel, unfinished lab reports, and unlearned 
formulas weigh more heavily than ever 
with exams only three weeks off. As in 
the latter days of January, the "midnight 
oil" wll he consumed in greater quantity 
during the next few weeks, as all students 
struggle against the "twelve credit stand- 
ard" to slay in school.    As has been apthy 
Beginning with the Board of Visitors on    said many limes before, "It is later than you 
May 0 and continuing through May 11 will?    think".    Begin now. to prepare for exams; 
the inspection team of the Third Army, a 
period of observation and inspection has 
been carried out. From all available infor- 
mation, Clemson and its students have pass- 
ed with flying colors. 
Orchids And Laurels 
•   In general, every phase of student life and 
black coffee'and piles of notes at two o'clock 
aren't too pleasant 'on the night before. 
It's been a long time since I've seen as 
and memories of "fun on a week-end'' and 
gel down between the covers of that neg- 
lected textbook. A little intellectual curios- 
ity is quite in order at this point, especially 
activity seemed to he at peak level  while    if you intend to "be around" on Begistration 
the visitors were with us.    Favorable com-    Day next September. 
tiers 
LEONARD M. MAGRUDER 
It's gecn a long lime since I've been as 
proud of my Alma Mater as I was this last 
weekend. My apologies to the school, I 
didn't think we had it in us. The Jr.-Sr. 
Banquet was without doubt one of the big- 
gest affairs Clemson has seen in many a 
moon. Not only was the" food splendid, 
thanks to Mr. Lindsey, hut the efficient man- 
ner in which the banquet was handled was 
something to be marveled about. My sin- 
ceres t congratulations to Mr. Moore, Mr. 
Morris and all the rest that were responsible 
for this big success. 
Both nights of dances were successes be- 
yond anything any of us expected. Credit 
goes not only to the excellent music of the 
Jimmie Lunsford Orchestra but to the CDA 
or the time and forethought that went into 
making the dance a nice one. The decora- 
tions were not only appropriate but showed, 
that many had shown an active interest to 
the point of doing something. 
Of particular commendation was the at- 
mosphere o both dances. In spite of the 
large attendance there was a noted absence 
of that element that had heretofore made so 
many of our dances bordering on the un- 
pleasant. 
Again my thanks to veteran, cadet and 
visitor for having cooperated so completely 
towards better conduct and better dances. 
If things continue to go as they did this 
past weekend there is no doubt in my mind, 
for one, that RClemson is progressing rapid- 
ly to the finest school in the nation. 
Also to he congratulated for their part in 
the well received Mother's Day exhibits and 
activities are J. C. 'Martin, general chairman 
of the fair, R. M. Hanckcl, chairman of the 
Agricultural School exhibit, S. O. Tomlin- 
son, for the school of Agricultural Educa- 
tion; H. F. Landrith, for the School of Arts 
and Sciences, F. B. Htitto for the School of' 
Chemistry; and R. F. Ghristenberry, for the 
School of Textiles. These hoys, and their 
colleagues, are to be thanked by all of us for 
their part in making Mother's Day interest- 
ing as well as pleasant. 
No small credit is due the College Band, 
under the able direction of Mr. Hugh Me- 
Garity, for theer vory delightful afternoon 
concert. The selections were in very appro- 
priate taste, brilliantly executed, and were 
enjoyed immensely by all of us. 
Then there is the main even I of the day, 
consisting of drills by the fancy drill pla- 
toons followed by a Regimental Review. 
The Freshman Platoon, headed by Paul 
Lunsford, certainly turned out to be some- 
thing extra special; our congratulations to 
those hoys for a fine performance. 
The Pershing Rifles, drilled by their lead- 
er. James Hickerson, also outdid themselves 
in fine style and are to be thanked. The 
Senior Platoon ended the drills with their 
usual brilliance under the leadership of 
Bryce Lytle. 
Compliments have yet to cease coming 
from the visitors on the Regimental Re- 
view and on the loveliness of Miss Betty 
Byrd, honorary cadet colonel of the corps. 
The spirit in which every one joined to- 
gether to make the weekend a success was 
really there this lime. I think we can all 
be very proud of Clemson and look forward 
to ;tn even better such weekend next year. 
Needless to say. the best part of the whole 
affair was having our parents to visit us 
and see for themselves just what we think 
of them for their making it possible for us 
to take a part in the activities of this great 
school of ours, and thank them again for 
their sacrifices that made it possible and 
their love that makes us want to gain the 
most from it. 
^tom Ot&ei @o(£efe 1^af$> 
Duquesne University: 
"There is to be no card playing 
at any time in the cafeteria." 
Slow service, maybe. 
Would you like to read a few 
good jokes? You would-, then 
don't read any further. 
By BILL BERRY 
There is a squirrel in the hole in 
the tree that continues to run 
from one hole to the other. The 
first trip took him five seconds, 
and if he increases his speed one 
foot per second, how long will it 
be before he is sticking his head 
out of both holes at the same time? 
—Winthrop Johnsonian 
A Poem: 
A college paper is a great 
invention, 
The college gets all the fame; 
The printer gets all the money; 
And the staff gets all the blame. 
—B. C. Heights 
A Problem: 
There are two holes in a tree, 
one   ten   feet     above   the   other. 
"A good politician must aleo be 
a good acrobat." 
"How do you figure that?" 
"Ever try straddling a fence, 
keeping your fingers on the pulse 
of the nation, pointing with pride, 
and looking to the future while 
keeping both ears to the ground?" 
"what are you planning to do to- 
night?" 
Mrs. Blair shrugged her shoul- 
ders. 
"Nothing special," she replied. 
"I'll probably write a letter or 
two, read, listen to the radio, and 
so on." 
"I see," he replied.  "When you 
come  to  the  so  on   don't   forget 
my shirt buttons." 
Texas A & M: 
"Well dear," said- Mr/ Blair, af- 
ter  tea  had  been  cleared   away, 
Lil' Abner can now be found 
onthe back page of every issue 
of the Batillion. This paper is 
printed daily; so every Monday 
night I find myself reading 
about the 'perils of the "Yokums" 
instead of looking for material 
to put in this column. 
t 
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by 
3. W. Bradfield, Jr. 
CONTENTED CADET 
Some things you may never see, 
At least you haVen't yet; 
And one I don't expect to see 
Is a contented Clemson Cadet. 
I ask^d a student the other day, 
"What would 'make you satisfied?" 
And when he saw I was a friend, 
With these words he then replied: 
"I'd like to have at my disposal 
A pocket full of silver dollars; 
I'd also like ta burn and burn 
These hot wool pants and starchy collars. 
"I'd l'ke to have a servant 
To wait on me each day, 
Also a lovely woman 
To be my personal valet, 
A girl in every port and town, 
A sweetheart in every state 
That I could call at seven-thirty 
And get a date at eight, 
A billiard table in my room 
To play on when I choose, 
A few little extra luxuries 
That I perhaps may never use, 
Some stocks and bonds and a little money; 
But I'll not make mere riches trumps, 
A couDle of hundred bucks a month 
Will more than keep me out the dumps. 
*r 
Present me with a brand new car 
With tanks and tanks of excess gas, 
A motorcycle that will almost fly 
But still won't go so very fast. 
And I suggest that class be held 
On just one day out of a week, 
And that the wonderful remaining six 
Be set aside for rest and sleep. 
No military rules and regulations, 
No formations will be necessary; 
I'll amble around as I see fit 
And be my own commissary. 
To make this institution co-ed 
Would simplify matters greatly; 
Then I could have the girls near me 
And romance them sedately. 
I'd like to pool the Cadet Colonel. 
Now, this can safelv be said; 
For in this wonderful Utopia. S 
His release already will have been read. 
To top off these small suggestions, 
I want a string of degrees 
That will reach from the tops of the lowest roots 
To the tops of the highest trees." 
If these wild dreams and hallucinations 
Should ever turn to actual facts 
You and I won't be here to enjoy them 
With all the other fly-brain cracks. 
for. "Tempus.Eugit!/-. .as .the JLatins, said, 
And, Oh, how true, how true! 
Bui tern pus can never fugit fast enough 
To bring these dreams to me and you. 
So, take a lesson from this lad 
Who seeks an easy road to fame; 
Altho' the world may dream his dreams, 
It never will recall his name. 
*J 
. . . Coy Gray 
-: ffliafetaitt '& Study :- 
By WAYNE BALLENTINE 
Mother's Day has gone or this year. We won't honor our mothers 
again by giving them a day until next year, but it shouldn't be that 
way. We shouldn't think of our mothers only on one day any more 
than we should think of God only on Sunday. We should be thought- 
ful of our mothers because: 
The bravest battle that ever was fought, 
Shall I tell you where or when? 
On the map of the world you'll find it not; 
'Twas fought by the Mothers of Men. 
Last Sunday I heard a mother say to her son, "Son, I am very 
proud of you."    I knew the particular young son very personally and 
I know him to be a gentleman any mother could be proud of.    I won- 
der if some of us might have our parents and loved ones "foxed", may- 
be we aren't what they think we are.    Can't all of us be what our 
mothers think we are, and sons they would be proud of? 
IF I ONLY WAS THE FELLOW— 
While walking down a crowded 
City street the other day, 
I heard a little urchin 
To a comrade turn and say, 
"Say, Chimmey, lemme tell youse, 
I'd be happy as a clam 
If I only was de fellow dat 
Me mudder t'inks I am. 
"She t'inks I am a wonder, 
An' she knows her little lad 
Could never mix wit' nuttin' 
Dat was ugly, mean or bad. 
*    '•* Oh, lot o' times I sit and t'ink , Z 
How nice 'twould be, gee whiz! 
If a fellow was de feller £   ]j^^ i.. 
Dat his mudder t'inks he is." 
My friends, be yours a life of toil    / 
Or undiluted joy, 
You can learn a wholesome lesson 
From that small untutored boy. 
Don't aim to be an earthly saint, 
With eyes fixed on a star: 
Just try to be the fellow that 
Your mother thinks you are. 
.m$J»...,<*<<S&Sti 
r x.v... 
Will S.  Adkin 
HtXt 
Reprinted from the June, 1948 issue of ESQUIRE 
PLATTER 
CHATTER 
By Dave Spiner 
Here's another, and better, 
picture of Miss Lee. Would you 
ever believe that she once worked 
in a bakery? 
Two oldie's are resting on the 
turntables again. Victor shrewd- 
ly plucked Tuxedo Junction and 
String of Pearls from their Blue- 
bird nest and set them up once 
more as feed for Glenn Miller 
fans. Both tunes bring back- nos- 
talgic pre-war memories. 
Dick Haymes and Dinah Shore 
have respectively recorded an- 
other hit of long standing: "Those 
Little White Lies." Dinah, ac- 
companied by a quartet, gives the 
dittie a light, airy touch. Dick 
sticks to his more conventional 
ballad style. 
"Nature Boy," recorded by Nat 
Cole, which was briefly mentioned 
in this column about a month 
ago, caused quite a flurry in mus- 
ical circles. BothTime and Life 
have devoted a considerable 
amount of space to the discussion 
of its composer, a Hollywood her- 
mit. Nat was the first to recog- 
nize the tune's value. Now every- 
one is trying to get in the act. 
The Vets' 
Corner 
G. I. Loans raise money ques-- 
tions in the minds of veterans. 
Answers to these and other ques- 
tions frequently asked by veterans 
are obtained from the Veterans 
Administration and published in 
this column by The Tiger as a ser- 
vice to our veterans. 
Q. Will Veterans Administration 
guarantee a G. I. loan for an au- 
tomobile house trailer that I can 
use during my vacation to house 
me and my family? 
A. No. Loans for pleasure pur- 
poses cannot be guaranteed by 
Veterans Administration. 
Q. I would like to change the 
beneficiary on my National Ser- 
vice Life Insurance policy with- 
out letting the old beneficiary 
know about it.    Can I do this? 
A. Yes. A veteran may change 
the beneficiary or beneficiaries of 
his National Service Life Insur- 
ance at any time without their 
knowledge  or  consent. 
Q. I have a G. I. loan and now 
have lost my job. Does the liw 
permit me to get the additional 
benefit of readjustment compen- 
sation? 
A. Yes, you are entitled to re- 
adjustment allowance. Your home 
loan has no bearing on your right 
to unemployment compensation. 
You should apply to your state 
unemployment service to receive 
readjustment   allowance. 
Q. How do I apply for an in- 
crease  in  compensation? 
A. Write to your V. A. Regional 
Office for the proper forms, and 
give the reason you believe the 
increase is justified. 
Q. I have added total disability 
income coverage to my 20-pay- 
ment National Service Life In- 
surance policy. Does the dis- 
ability coverage continue after 
my policy is 'paid  up? 
A. Yes, provided you have not 
reached the age of 60. You con- 
tinue to pay the additional prem- 
ium for disability protection to 
the end of the 20-year period 
when it, too, becomes paid up. 
All disability income protection 
ceases when the insured reached 
age 60, but payments are con- 
tinued to those who are totally 
disabled at the time they reach 
60. 
that the week-end festivities 
were really fine. He (oscar) en- 
joyed both dances and the ban- 
quet. 
/ OSCAR SAYS--  
that drinking, was at a min- 
imum. The boys were really 
country gentlemen. 
 OSCAR SAYS  
that Ray "Speed" Alexander is 
really a fast worker,  and  is get- 
ting so fast that he is'now jealous. 
—       -OSCAPPAYS  
that Bishop Ballcntine is car- 
rying his rank a little too far. 
One cadet got busted for "in- 
decent language." 
•S^AR SAYS—:  
that- "Ma" Font and the gang 
were in their glory this week-end. 
— r>SCiR FAY^- 
the same for P. B. Harrison. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that this 'place was full of good 
looking  women  all  week-end. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that some of them gave some 
of the boys the shaft. 
"SCAP   SAYS ■  
that  Adair  and   the  prof  were 
going   strong   this   week-end. 
— OSCAR SAYS  
its bad enough to have late 
dates, but he hates to hear about 
friends getting caught doing it. 
Don't you, Ozzie? 
■     ?wt  ( SA"S . 
that Pittman had better begin 
pulling his rank on the gal or one 
of his boys is going to take over. 
■ —OSCAR SAVS  
he (oscar) hears Carl "Booby" 
Lowder had to beg Dot to come 
up. He did every thing but get 
on his knees. 
 OCCAR SAYS— 
that   Ed   "Kingfish' 
still  a  wheel 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
a very big onion to Joe Rivers 
for keeping a very deserving per- 
son out of Tau Beta Pi. Rivers, 
why don't you wise up? 
that Leo Kirven should not 
hold such countrified 'prejudices 
against other wouldbe wheels. 
You did well to get in yourself. 
BETWEEN 
THE 
•K-ENDS 
By  Dave Spiner 
SPORTING GOODS        •        HOUSEWARE 
SULLIVAN HARDWARE (0. 
Anderson, S. C. 
-OSCAR SAY = 
that he (oscar) is glad the 
Taps salaries are above board 
now. 
• r- \ r> f-svi  
that th,e Tarheels really .had a 
party last Friday night which 
turned into a lost week-end. Mu 
Beta Psi had better watch who 
uses their clubroom. 
that "Fifth" Morris, this time 
he (oscar) means Earle, dragged 
Nellie through the grind Friday 
night. She was in the infirmary 
Saturday, 
-OSC*R   SAYS- 
that Johnny-house (I'm Going. 
To Be Cadet Colonel) Richbourg 
only needs an arrow to complete 
the bow. 
"A"   SAYS- 
that "Belly" Cromwell's black 
eye is just an aftermath of his 
talking too much. 
— ^SCAR SAYS  
that a Charlotte woman paid 
"Lover" Green a big compliment, 
but'did she mean it? 
that 8'point Black says all the 
women looked alike to him this 
weekend. 
"CAR   PAYS- 
Rhyne is 
Why did he re- 
sign as editor of the Tiger right 
after Blue Key elections? 
OSCAR SAYS  
that Welborn and Tiller should 
get a job as Nurse. They act- 
ed as if they'd had plenty of ex- 
perience,   especially   Saturday. 
 OSCAR SAYS ;  
that Jug Harris and S. P. Hunt 
should be more careful after a 
week-end of excitement. 
that   P-high   and   gravel   gertie 
made a cute couple. 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
that he wonders how Buttqnr 
had the best drilled company 
Best drilled is about all they car 
claim. 
-OSCAR SAY? 
-OSCAR SAY3- 
that Holland moved in on Hand 
and did a better job than Hand 
has  been  doing. 
OSCAR  SAYS  
that Horseface   had    too   mj*81*\ 
of a week-end.    He seems mi 
low now. 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
that "Whiskey" Still let' Rosic 
talk herself right out of the jr-sr. 
•  • OSCAR SAYS  
that stealing women is xisky 
business, but "The Chest" (Wen- 
dell Gwinn) doesn't think so. 
that the week-end was much 
fun. He (oscar) is glad to say 
that the dirt was small and this 
column can be shorter on account 
of it. 
-OSCAR SAYS- 
that he (oscar) wonders if Ed- 
ward Till knows what kind of 
bird doesn't fly. 
the same goes for Zeke and hi: 
platoon. He musta known some- 
body. 
OSCAR   SAYS- 
that among the ones who re- 
ceived, the order of the purple 
A diploma still doesn't help 
catch  women,  does  it? 
———OSCAR SAYS  
that he knows two profs who 
arc beating their heads trying 
to ;;ct -ascertain gal but a'third 
party has slipped in. Right, Buck? 
 «^-Oi=OAR SAYS  
that   the   drop   ins   wore   fine 
especfalfy iiY the'"feel  rAfcse". 
 OSCA>) SAYS  
that Theo Wolfe is slipping 
and sliding around just like Em- 
mashein. and Spangenberg. All 
he needs is some more fat. 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
By Dave  Spiner 
HOW   TO   JOB  HUNT 
SUCCESSFULLY, 
By Harold E. Kecnan. 
With this book in your hands, 
you can be a threat to any tin- 
suspecting employer. Its very 
possession will double your con- 
fidence before and during an in- 
terview. 
As president of Employment 
Services, Inc., Atlanta, Georgia, 
Mr. Keenan is a man. who.knows 
what he is writing about. His 
purpose is t" inform you. 
Every possible obstacle that 
might arise during your Deriod 
of job huntinf is discussed in full. 
In order to simplify matters, the 
book is divided into six sections 
among which are those entitled 
Preliminary Information, Brochure 
Application, and Interviews. Sub- 
titles giving the topic of. the ac- 
companying paragraphs are con- 
veniently olaced along the outer 
margins of the pages. 
You can profit by following the 
instructions given in any section 
of the book. The portion pertain- 
ing to Brochure Applicatipns is 
especially instructive and import- 
ant. Not only is the "what-to- 
do" given you, but the "how-to- 
do-it" is submitted in the form of 
liberal illustrations. The pre- 
sentation eff the book itself is a 
lesson in sales psychology. 
One last advantage to keep in 
mind when you buy your copy is 
the sum invested goes toward a 
permanent reference, not a fleet- 
ing  novel. 
woman isn't worth the 'promotion 
he would have gotten. 
-OSCAR   SAYS- 
that many people showed their 
true colors this week-end—yellow. 
OSCAR  SAYS  
the orchid of the week goes to 
the Jr. Class for a fine Banquet. 
 ■ OSCAR SAYS  
that "Spoon" should not have 
tried to keep the "Gun" from 
diving <nto the punch bowl. The 
ice cubes would have broken his 
fall. 
 ■—OSCAR   SAYS  
Three and three, 
Old and Fat, 
Do you get 
What I'm driving at? 
that  Walton  will  learn  that  a 
Fanl's Camera Shop 
"Between the Banks" 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
-osc   AR  SAVS- 
is Fred (I Date The Colonel) 
Norris still carrying a meat grind- 
er in the back of his car? 
-OSCAR SA *s- 
that he (oscar) wonders why 
Jack Sheppard didn't quite make 
it to the Taps Banquet. Watch 
these altitudes, Jack. 
-OSCAR  SAYS- 
that David Peebles was turn- 
ed down flat by a chick at Agnes 
Scott   this   past   week-end. 
Hot Dogs — Hamburgers 
Open Until 1:00 A. M. 
TIGER'S DEN 
Opposite Post Office 
mmswmmwwmm. 
On Sale at Your Favorite Eating Place 
COX'S PEANUT BUTTER SANDWICHES AND 
COOKIES 
A. W. COX 
Easley, South Carolina 
Distributor, U. S. Baking Co. Cakes and 
Capital City Potato Chips 
Welcome to 
ELITE CAFE 
STEAKS AND SEAFOOD A SPECIALTY 
J. R. Ellison, Owner 
125 North Main Street Anderson, S. C. 
NEW SHIRTS AND SLACKS AT 
H0KE SLOAN'S 
Clemson, S. C. 
South Carolina's Leading Store for Men and Boys 
Clemson's Headquarters in Greenville 
HEYWARD MAHON COMPANY 
Greenville, S. C. 
COLLEGE CAFE 
Specialize in: 
MEATS                         SEA FOODS 
VEGETABLES                                         DESSERTS 
Student Owned 
Mow 2 Years To 
Pay For Your 
BENDIX 
Small Down Payment 
As Low As 2.50 r < « 
WHY WAIT? The new Easy Pay- 
ment- Plan lets you start enjoying 
Workless Washdays right now . . . 
with small budget payments spread 
over many months. Count yourself 
in with the million Bendix owners 
who already are enjoying washday 
freedom. 
Just Set a Dial and Add Soap! All by 
itself the Bendix washes, rinses 3 
times and damp-drys clothes. No 
watching, no waiting; you don't even 
have to be there! 
BENDIX DE LUXE 
BENDIX 
automatic 
Washer 
PHONE   US   TODAY   FOR   DETAILS! 
SHOP 
Joe E. Stribling, Owner Phone 4431 
SPECIAL 
NECESSiTi 
EAFORTH 
Shaving Lotion 
having Mugs 
£*. 
:-i W/ii 
olion 
Shaving 
ving 
(ream - Talc 
ne 
MENNEIfS L 
Shaving Cream   39< 
Talcum, large    53c 
liar $1.00 Va 
educed During 
Sale 
Plus Tax 
After Shaving talc 
$1.00 each 
Plus Tax :: , 
YARDLEY'S 
having Necessities 
For Men 
i 
P. S. McCollum, Owner 
"The Official College Book and Supply Store' 
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Tigers Stop Hornets 5-4 
Fleming And Griffith Star On Mound As 
Tigers Beat Hornets, Moore Sparkles 
In an exciting, well-played game run off last Monday 
night in Meadowbrook Park in Greenville before some 1,500 
fans, Clemson's Tigers laced Furman University 5-4. The 
victory was the second of tlie year for Ihe Bengals over the 
Hornets and it evened the Furman-Clemson sei'ies at two-all. 
This was the last game to lie played between [he two teams 
tiiis year. This win also dropped Furman from the pinnacle 
position in the State race and lifted Ihe Tigs to a second place 
tic with diem. Newberry's Indians took over the top spot 
by tripping Presbyterian Monday. 
The boys from the 'Blue Ridge' 
battered Furman's star pitcher, 
Glenn "Ace" Turk, for 12 hits 
while Ray Fleming was letting the 
Hornets down with nine safe 
blows. The contest .was highlight- 
ed by Catcher Gene Moore's fifth 
inning home run. 
Furman Scores First 
Furman opened the scoring in 
its half of the first by capitalizing 
on singles by Kerr and Barnett 
and an error by Clemson's Short- 
stop Culberson to garner one run. 
They added another in the second 
by crashing a single and a triple. 
The Tigers got into the ball 
game in the third when succes- 
sive singles by Jimmy Jones, Luke 
Deanhardt, and Jimmy Brown 
netted one tally. They tied it up 
ill. the fourth when Gene Moore 
singled and was sent home by 
Ken Culberson's screaming double 
to left. 
With the count standing 2-2 
going into the fifth frame the 
Coxmen secured one run off of a 
single and two errors. Dean- 
hardt singled and came all the 
way home from first as Brown's 
grounder to short was picked up 
Jay Furman's Bobby Stewart and 
thrown   wild   to   second. 
Gene Moore Homers 
It was then that Gene Moore 
stepped to the plate and layed in- 
to one of Turk's pitehe's. The big 
Tiger catcher sent the ball far, 
wide and handsome over the 317 
foot left field wall for Clemson's 
fourth tally. It was Moore's 
second homer of the season. 
The Tigers terminated their 
scoring for the evening in the 
seventh. Leftfielder Luke Dean- 
hardt led off by singling. He 
went to third as Brown singled 
behind him. Both men then at- 
tempted a double steal. The big 
215 lb. Deanhardt in heading in.- 
Bengals Roll Over 
Wofford Terriers 
Coach Walter Cox's baseball Ti- 
gers belted out a 16-11 win over 
Wofford here last Friday after- 
noon in the wildest, highest-scor- 
ing game played thus far this 
season in Tigertown. 
The game proved to be a field 
day for batting averages as some 
35 hits were collected by both 
squads. Of the 35, Clemson got 
17 which were good for a total of 
26 bases. There were 2 homers, 
six doubles and 27 singles hit dur- 
ing the contest which lasted for 
two hours and thirty some odd 
minutes. Every man on the Tiger 
team who went to the plate got at 
least one hit. 
The Tigers got off to an early 
lead by piling up six runs in 
their half of the initial stanza. 
They drove Harvey, starting Ter- 
rier hurler, to the showers as they, 
batted around the batting order. 
Lefty John Brock came to Har- 
vey's relief and pitched from there 
on out. 
Clemson fattened its lead in the 
second by adding one, and again 
in the third by piling up two 
mo,re. 
Wofford got one tally in the 
third and went wild in the fourth 
to score five runs. At this point 
starting pitcher Joe Asbill was re- 
lieved by Ed Berry of the Tigers. 
Berry stayed until the fifth when 
he was relieved by "Nig" Griffith 
who finished the contest. 
McKay, Asbill Homer 
The two Tiger runs in the third 
came from two home runs. Third- 
sacker McKay got his first    'big 
to  the  plate  ran  smack  into  the   blow, of the year as he nit a hard 
Hornet's    catcher,    Phillips,    who   ball   l0   right-center   for   an     in- 
was waiting with the ball to make ! side.thk   circuit   blow.     Joe 
WALiKtiK 
the out. The ensuing collision 
caused Phillips to drop the ball 
and Deanhardt was safe. 
Furman furnished an exciting 
finish to the contest in the eighth 
as Barnett, Shelton, and Little hit 
Singles to right in succession to 
add on two tallies. At this point, 
Coach Cox brought "Nig" Griffith 
into the game to replace Fleming. 
The big Tiger hurler cooled the 
Hornet bats and retired the sides. 
'"" Fine fielding on the part of 
Shortstop Cluberson and Third 
baseman McKay of the Bengals 
'were outstanding features of the 
jjfame. 
CLEMSON 001  120  100—5 
jFURMAN 110 000 020—4 
I Two base hit: Culberson. Three 
base hit: Phillips. Home run: 
Moore. Stolen bases: Deanhardt, 
Brown. Struck out, by: Fleming 4, 
Griffith 1, Turk 7, Chambers 6. 
Base on balls by Fleming 2, Turk 
3. Winning pitcher: Fleming. Los- 
ing pitcher: Turk. Umpires: Heath 
and  Bramlett. 
Asbill later in the inning came 
to the plate and slammed another 
ball to almost the identical spot 
as did McKay. His ball carried 
nearly 450 feet before stopping in 
deep right-centerfield. He circled 
the bases and came in with the 
Tigers 12th run. 
Clemson added three more runs 
in the fifth and their final four 
tallies in the eighth. Wofford got 
its last three in a desperate ninth- 
inning rally. 
Mathews Stars 
Ray Mathews, Bengal center- 
fielder, turned in the best indi- 
vidual performance of the day as 
he made- four perfect throws to 
bases in attempts to throw run- 
ners out- He 'also brought the 
crowd to its feet by making a 
beautiful one handed catch of a 
Terrier line drive: At the plate 
lie collected three for six. 
Wofford  001 520 003—11 
Clemson  612 030 04x—16 
When in Anderson visit our store for quality items of 
hardware reasonably priced. 
Also a complete line of Paints 
Alumni of Class '27 
When You're in Greenville 
STOP AND SHOP AT 
alfred h, new 
FURNISHINGS FOR MEN 
7 West Washington Street 
JA-YSON SHIRTS AND SPORTSWEAR 
<J2£^ 
BODIFORD'S CLEANERS 
Clemson, S. C. 
Outstanding Clemson 
Star Is Hank Walker 
By PAT KIRKPATRICK 
Clemson has long' maintained a 
record for having brilliant scholars 
and outstanding athletes. This 
year they have at least one stu- 
dent "who is capable of keeping 
both records alive by his feats. 
Although J. H. Walker is known 
familiarly to many as "Hank," 
only a few students realize just 
how much this handsome brunette 
has contributed to Clemson's 
scholastic   and   athletic   fame. 
Walker hails from Griffin, 
Georgia, where his athletic and 
scholastic career began as a fresh- 
man. In his freshman year, Walk- 
er chalked up letters in football 
and basketball. During the '42 
season this all-state end captained 
his teammates to the Georgia state 
championship. This same year 
he again made all-state in basket- 
ball, track, and in tennis with 
George Murray, his present 
doubles partner on the Bengal 
team. 
Hank set a scholastic record 
which remains unbroken today 
at his high school. A cup is given 
annually in his honor to the stu- 
dent who is the best all-round 
athlete and scholar. Walker was 
elected president of his class all 
four years, was chosen police 
chief during boys' week, and at- 
tained the rank of Eagle Scout 
with the local Boy Scout chapter. 
Joining the Naval V-12 pro- 
gram, Walker was sent to the 
University of South Carolina 
where he was a big cog in the '43 
Gamecocks that took the Pal- 
metto championship losing only 
one game. During this season he 
was a. team mate of Carey Cox, 
hefty center for the '46 Tigers. 
Hank made his bid for fame in 
'44 ' while at the University of 
Virginia. Sparkling the Cavaliers 
with his spectacular catches and 
powerful defensive play, Walker 
added to his personal laurels a 
position on the Ail-American 
team. His team also won the 
Virginia state championship. He 
was also chosen as "linesman 
of the week" for his inrpressive 
playing against the North Caro- 
lina pre-flight eleven. 
This Georgia youth had to leave 
at the finish, of his course and 
played only four games. For his 
outstanding play in these games 
Hank won a position on the All- 
American team again. While at 
the University of Virginia he also 
was elected to the all-state and 
the Virginia All  Time  teams. 
Walker was chosen Battalion 
Commander of Naval R. O. T. C, 
vice-president of the engineering 
school, president of A. T. O. fra- 
ternity, a member of the O. D. K. 
and Raven Society, a local honor- 
ary society. He also received the 
Virginia Spectator Schools Athle- 
tic and Scholastic Award. Hank 
next turned his talents to fighting 
when he' joined the CVE 68 for 
duty in the South Pacific. He 
was in the service until his dis- 
charge in '46 and his return to 
Clemson. 
With five football letters to his 
credit, Hank is eyeing the sixth. 
He was a member of this year's 
winning ■ intramural basketball 
basketball team, a consistent win- 
ner for the Tiger swimming team, 
and at the present is playing with 
the Bengal tennis team. 
This may be just repetition to 
you football fans, but this is just 
an introduction for new fans to 
a great athlete who will see plenty 
of action with the '48 Tiger team. 
*■—■>- 
BUSINESS  MACHINES 
OFFICE SUPPLIES 
STUDENT SUPPLIES 
Oconee Office 
Supply 
Sales and Service 
Phone 472 — Box 509 
(Call us collect) 
Seneca, S. C. 
Cobb T© Head Block \ C' 
Martin, Gillespie, 
Prince Also Chosen 
Tiger Golfers Win 
WITH SCOOP REYNOLDS 
With Carolina's Bob Thoren and Dave Smith leading the 
field, South Carolina's second annual golf tourney ended in 
the defeat of the   Clemson   Tigers.    For    34    consecutive 
matches the Bengals had run rough shod 
over their competition but the entries from 
the University of South Carolina combined 
efforts to defeat the Tiger linksters impres- 
sively.        ' 
Dave Smith, Jr., of Carolina captured 
medalist honors for the meet replacing P. 
J. Boatwright of Wofford as individual 
champion. Bobby Chapman was in the 
running but was eked out by the other guy. 
Coach Jones will take bis golfers to Co- 
lumbia Friday afternoon to engage Carolina for a dual 
match. This is the last meeting of the two outfits for the 
season. Earlier in the season the Tigs defeated the Game- 
cocks impressively. 'Only two other -matches are on the 
schedule for the golfers this season, both matches with The 
Citadel. 
Record Cracked 
Speedy Norman "Scooter" Rucks ran away with every- 
thing in the South Carolina Intercollegiate track meet this 
past weekend, winning the 440 and the 220. Rucks ran the 
anchor leg of the relay to win impressively. The "flying 
mite" cracked his '42 record of 50 seconds in the 440 turning 
in a fast 48.5. This same individual set a new time for the 
220 in Friday's trials with a 21.6 but failed to repeat Friday 
as he came in out front of the field in 22.2. 
Carolina's relay outfit composed of McKenzie, Orr, 
Kincaid, and Rucks cracked the record set by the 1942 out- 
fit ,of which Bucks was also a part with a fast 3:23.7. 
Other Marks 
Clemson holds six slate marks in track. Three of these 
are held by Banks McFadden, Clemson coach. McFadden 
set records in the low and high hurdles and the broadjump. 
Cleo Fennel cleared the pole with a vault of 13 feet 4 
inches in 1942. Jerry Brown almost topped this record Sat- 
urday with a vault of 13 feet but when lie tried it 5 inches 
higher, his pant leg knocked the pole. 
' J. B. Blackwell threw the javelin for 184 feet 9 1-2 
inches in 1935 to set another mark in Clemson tally books.. 
Barrel chested Harry Franklin ran the 880 in 1:58.2 
hack in 1942 and so ar it has remained intact. Franklin 
was a colorul hustler that always ran good. Many will re- 
member his colorful .running >on the college tracks of South 
Carolina. 
We Came Close 
We are not alibing because we did not win the state 
meet at Clinton but there was a good chance up to the finish 
that the Tiger might triumph. It was Carolina's Bucks that 
spelled defeat for the Bengal. 
Had migty C,y Kivett burled the javelin about the 
same distance he did against Presbyterian in the first meet 
of the year, Clemson would have given Carolina a much 
closer margin. Bobby Gage was let at the gate in the 100 
yard dash but the fleet fooled Tiger came in a fast second. 
The Anderson lad ran against Davidson last week for his first 
appearance on the Clemson track. Bobby deserves much 
credit for his impressive running and should develop into a 
fine track star in addition to his explosive exploits on the 
gridiron. f 
Athlete of the Week 
Spook Pulkinen cops this honor for the second time. 
Running to victories in the mile and the 880 at the State 
Track Meet in Clinton, the Charleston runner racked up 10 
points to his credit and was a big factor in Clemson running 
up 53 3-8 points in state competition. 
Pulkinen has been a winner all season in dual meets and 
has not been defeated in the mile this year. Spook is the 
type of runner that runs with a style all his own and finishes 
in good shape. Words cannot describe the ease and grace 
he uses to outdistance the competition in the events he runs. 
Pulkinen has turned in some good "times" in doing the 
880 and the mile this season. With one more year of eligi- 
bility the fleet footed stepper from the "Low Country" 
should burn up the tracks for another season. 
Does This Concern You??? 
There are some men in the student body that may have 
a hankering to do a little writing. If you are one of those 
why don't you come by the Tiger office on Monday night 
and try out for the Sports staff? There are several vacan- 
cies that will be filled. Why not give it a try if you have 
had experience on your high school publications or if you 
would like to learn something about news writing. Gather 
up your aspirations and come down and lets talk it over. 
We are at the office on Monday alul Tuesday nights. We'd 
like to talk with you. 
Breezing Around 
Joe Blalock, former All-American end for the Tigers, is 
playing ball with the Camden Chiefs of the Palmetto League. 
Blalock handles the duties at first and pitches on occasion 
. . . Jack Ross has been reasonably successful with his wrest- 
ling since he entered the professional grabbling field several 
months ago and has won all of his bouts except two . . . 
South Carolina Gamecocks 
walked off with hoth the team 
and individual Championships at 
the State Golf Meet on Mav 5 th 
and 6th in Spartanourg. Tour- 
ing the Sparlanburg Country Club 
Course in 588 strokes, an average 
of 72 1-2 strokes for 36 holes, the 
Birds came in just ahead cf Clem- 
son's linksmen whose cards show- 
ed a total of 603. Wofford placed 
third with 609 and The Citadel 
captured fourth position. Furman 
and P. C. trailed the field. 
Bob Thoren, playing under Car- 
olina color?*, captured the ipjii- 
vidual or medalist laurels when 
he defeated a fellow teammate, 
Dave Smith, in the.finals. Smith 
had advanced to the playoffs , by 
upsetting Clemson's Bobby Chap- 
man in the first round, and then 
whipping Bob Chapman, anolhe*: 
Bird player. 
Thoren made his way to the 
top by dropping Wofford's P. J. 
Boatwright in the first round, 
and then Walker Inman from The 
Citadel in the second setto. 
COBB 
Smith    was 
medalist  with 
man.   Tiger   star,   was   next 
145  and Duncan  Mclntyre o 
Bengals was third' with  14';. 
sides   the   outstanding 
these  two   Clemson   golfers, 
Stacy gained recognition when he 
captured  the  third  flight  honors. 
the m-.nt 
142.   Bobby   Chap- 
I 
Jack 
Bill Cobb, textile engineer- 
ing junior of* Pelzer, was 
elected head Block C for the 
first semester of the 1948-49 
ol year. Cobb lettered in 
ball in '15 and '46 while 
serving as catcher with the 
teams. 
Bob Martin, pre-medicine jun- 
ior of Fort Mill, will assist Cobb 
vyith his duties in the role of vice- 
president. Phil Prince, arts and 
science.; junior of Erwin, Ten- 
nessee was elected secretary of 
the outfit. Frank Gillespie, elec- 
trical engineering senior will step 
down from the presidency to as- 
sume the role of treasurer. 
The new constitution was adopt- 
ed in which two new positions 
were created. Wendall Ard will 
fill the position of sergeant at 
Luke Deanheardt fill- 
ing the role of corporal at arms. 
The new officers will assume 
their duties at the next regular 
■meeting   of   the'   Block i C   Club. 
/4//CWAMW60!'- SmokersReport 
when you smoke PHILIP MORRIS! 
becMsePHim*Uom.r*-V 
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lOtii Barracks Do was T.2 For Veteran's Title 
By Tommy Cotten 
TAKING INVENTORY 
As the middle of May approaches bringing with it green 
trees, sunny skies, and scanty bathing suits reminders crop 
up that summer can't be far away and that the regular 
school y<ear is in its waning hours. With the close of the 
scholastic year comes also a close in the 1947-48 Sports Cal- 
endar, for with only 16 days of scholastic work remaining, ! 
the Tiger sports agenda shows that only six baseball games, 
three golf matches, h\o tennis matches, and one track meet! 
remain on this year's slate. With the playing of these 
matches another year of sports at Clemson will come to an 
end. ;\Ve find that tin's is a good time to take inventory and j 
to make remarks as to how Clemson's Tigers did in 1917-18. 
In summing one might say thai the past year has been a 
rather profitable year in sports for the Tiger, not from the 
standpoint of wins and losses, but from the outlook of fine, 
skillful play against heavy odds in many case's. 
During the past nine- monthse we've seen Clemson ath- 
letic teams participating in seven different spirts pit them- 
selves agaist some of the best competiteon in this section oi 
the nation. As we said above the win-lose column is not to 
our credit but the calibre of play that the men from the 'Blue 
Bulge' have turned in definitely is an asset. 
Football Resume 
In supporting the above statement we can cite many 
facts on its behalf. First looking at the football record, we 
find that the Tigs had an unimpressive, hard numbers win- 
loss record of four wins as against five setbacks. However 
taking each game separately, analyzing it, and making a 
general statement on the season as a whole we might say that 
the Tigs were a much respected, clever, and powerful aggre- 
gation. 
The Howardmen opened their season with a higbscor- 
ing victory over P. C. after which they flew to Boston anil 
lost to the heavier Eagles by a 32-20   count   in a mighty 
thrilling ball game.    They came home and next turned in a 
very   commendable   performance   against   Wake   Forest, j 
Though the score read 16-11 in favor of the Ware Forest out-1 
fit, many fans will agree that it was the alert defense and I 
quick offensive thrusts of the Bengals which stole the show. 
The Clemsons dropped their next three games in suc- 
cession as they fell to X. C. State, South Carolina, and Geor- 
gia. In each of these encounters however, Frank Howard's 
boys made things hot and turned in at least one spectacu- 
lar feat in each contest. In the Slate and Georgia games it 
was the brilliant running and kicking of Tailback Bobby 
Gage and in the Carolina encounter it was the fine passing 
and running of Carol Cox which stole the admiration of the 
crowd. 
The Bengals came back strong in their last three games 
and finished the season in a blaze of glory. Starting with 
Furman, they piled up five touchdowns and ripped the Hor- 
nets 35-0. They next took a plane to Pittsburgh where they 
ran into Duquesne's Dukes. Bobby Gage and Co. went wild 
and Clemson took another high scoring victory. 
Auburn brought its charges to the lair of the Tigers for 
the last game of the year. Once again il was Bobby Cage 
with his sterling passing, running and punting which lofted 
the Tiger team to a brilliant win over Travis Tidwell and his 
mates. 
For the record books, here's a good one. Bapid Boberl 
Gage with his passing and adept running piled up enough 
yardage to rank as number three in total yards gained for 
the season in the nation. The team as a whole ranked among 
the first ten in yardage gained from passing. 
Cagers Weren't Bad 
Moving from football to basketball we find the same 
story. The Tigers lost far more than they won but in so 
doing they played a brand of ball that demanded the respect 
of all their adversaries. Getting off to a Very slow start, 
Coach Banks McFadden's charge lost repeatedly but as mid- 
season rolled around the Tigers came into their own and as- 
sumed the role of giant-killer. 
Beat Duke 
Their most impressive victory was a job turned in over 
a powerful Duke Blue Devil's aggregation. By so doing the 
Tigers almost kept the Blue Devils out of the Conference 
Tourney. This win of course threw a scare into the rest of 
the opponents on Clemson's schedule. They lost close 
matches with league leading Wake Forest, Maryland and 
South Carolina before the schedule was complete. 
Boxers Hindered By Injuries 
When the boxing season began Clemson's mittmen were 
expected to be one of ihe top teams in the Southern circuit— 
and they were to a certain degree. However, unforeseen in- 
juries played an important part in throttling Tiger successes 
in the ring. 
In a total of five dual matches, Coach Bob Jones' charges 
emerged winners in two matches, lost in two and tied one. 
The Tigers laid claim to the Slate title by virtue of the fact 
that they were undefeated in stale competition though tied 
once by Carolina. 
A Glance At Spring Sports 
When March rolled around Clemson fielded teams in 
(Continued on Page 8) 
Clemson Edges Out 
P.C. In Thriller, 2-1 
Clemson's diamond Tigers took 
a close 2-1 decision from Pres- 
byterian in Clinton on Wednes- 
day, May 5. The Tigs were set 
down with four hits by veteran 
pitcher Monk Raines of the Blue 
Hose but they combined their 
knocks with seven P. C. errors to 
notch the victory. 
Clemson produced its first tally 
in the initial inning by a combi- 
nation of a single, and two stock- 
ing mishaps. The clinching runs 
came in the third from doubles 
layed out by, Mathews and Cul- 
berson. 
Ray Fleming was on the hill for 
the Bengals and. held the Presby- 
terians in check by giving up 
only five base hits. He set his 
opponents down well in the fourth 
by allowing only one run whe 
the Blue Hose had the sacks full. 
He was ably backed up afield. 
The box: 
The box: 
Clemson 
Mathews,   cf  _ 
Jones,   lb  ....  .._ 
Culberson, ss __ 
Deanhardt, If _. 
Brown, rf .... __. 
Moore, c  
Fisher,  2b  ..  
Platt, 3b     -.4 
Fleming, p, If 4 
Asbill, p 0 
WINNERS OF SOFTBALL LAURELS IN VETERANS DIVISION Thompson Pitches 2-Hifter For Tenth 
Barracks, Sites Stars At 
Totals  ._.   ....  .... 
Presbyterian 
McKinney, lb ....   
Logan,  ss  ....  __'_ ....  -,.4 
Graham,  2b    --4 
Copeland,   If  ...  ....   ..-4 
Davidson, rf 4 
Allred, c ....  —4 
Currie,  cf .._ .— .... 1—2 
Hunter, 3b 3 
Raines,  p  _  ....  -— —2 
-Cooper   ....     —   1 
Totals  ....   -32 
-Batted for Currie in 8th 
Tiger Tennis Team 
Trips Wofford 5 To 0 
Tenth Barracks captured the intramural softball 
championship in the veterans division Tuesday after- 
noon by downing a hard fightig outfit from T-2 behid 
the 2 hit hurling of big Stud Thompson. The big Co- 
lumbia boy won his fifth straight contest with the aid 
of his hard hitting teammates who collected 12 hits off 
Die offerings cu Smith and Austin. 
Sites, 10th Barracks centerfield- 
AB R 
....4    0 
Presenting the members of the winning Tenth Barracks team in the veteran's division of the YMCA 
Intramural Softball Program. The Tenth Barracks outfit defeated T-2 by an 11-5 count Tuesday 
afternoon to gain the veteran's title. They will participate in a playoff series to be played with 
two cadet divisions for the school championship. Front row left to right, are S. E. Hodge, Ned Sites, 
and Lewis Morris. Second row, Bill Lee, John Brunson, R. R. Montgomery, C. O. Harrelson, and 
Stud Thompson. Third row, John Harrison, "Moose" McLain, Ray Bolick, Bob Bonds, and Joe 
Sipple. .       
Racket Wielders 
Lick Furman Hornets 
Clemson claycourters added an- 
other win to their record Tuesday 
by defeating the Furman Hornets 
5-2 on the Tigs home courts. The 
first schedule game between the 
Bengals and the Hornets was 
rained out but the Tigers made 
up for this by taking three singles 
and all the doubles matches. 
Summary: 
Singles 
Cook (C) defeated McMahcn 
(F)  6-4, 6-2 
Murray (C) dropped to Laho- 
man (F) 6-1, 4-6, 6-4 
Walker (C) dropped to Law 
(F) 6-3, 3-6, 6-2 
Wannamaker (C) defeated Les- 
lie (F) 6-1, 6-3 
Thornhill (C) defeated Welborn 
(F)  6-4, 8-6 
Doubles 
Murray and Walker (C) defeat- 
ed McMahon and Leslie (F) 8-6, 
6-0 
Cook and Wannamaker (C) de- 
feated Lehoman and Law (F) G-4, 
6-1 
Frank Gillespie Excels 
As Great Tiger Athlete 
Gamecocks Take Stale Track Crown At 
inton; Tigers Trail By Seven Points 
By PAT KIRKPATRICK 
Clemson netters defeated the 
Wofford Terriers 5-2 Friday here 
on the. Bengal owrL home site. 
The Tigs stepped our to an early 
lead by taking all the singles 
matches and allowing Wofford to . 
have only the two 
doubles  matches. 
Summary: 
Singles 
Cook   (C)   defeated   Judy   (W) 
6-2,   6-1 
Trackmen To Vie 
In Conference Meet 
Coach Billy Laval of New- 
berry will bring his state lead- 
ing Indians to Clemson tomor- 
row afternoon to play Clemson's 
Tigers. The game is set for 
3:30 p. m. on Riggs Field. 
When the Bengals take the 
field they will be out to gain 
revenge for an earlier defeat 
suffered at the hands of the 
Indians and also to try to top- 
ple the Newberrians from the 
top spot in the State Baseball 
race. A win by the Tigs could 
lift them to the pinnacle posi- 
tion. 
Saturday afternoon will find 
Coach Cox's men playing hosts 
to Erskine's Flying Fleet. The 
Tigs dropped the Fleet 3-1 in 
a match played May 3 in Due 
West. The contest is scheduled 
for the same time and place as 
the Newberry game. 
Next Monday at 3:30 on Riggs 
Field there will be a large crowd 
gathered to see Coach Walter 
Cox's baseball squad take Ers- 
kine's Flying Fleet in hand. The 
stand will be packed with fans 
remaining I who just naturally love to see a 
baseball game and to watch as the 
old school team goes into'action. 
Thie "old school team" is not just 
a bunch of boys, but are rather 
a group of favorites with their 
classmates because of their ability 
to run, bat, pitch, steal, or-scoop 
up a hot grounder.   ' 
Among this group is one who is 
a favorite because of a number of 
reasons, such as, his ability to 
hold down the "hot spot," first 
base, or be able to perform at the 
box so well that pitchers dread to 
see him pick us the swat stick. 
Frank Gillespie, a husky lad 
from Beckley, West Virginia, is 
probably ont of the most popular 
members ' of the Bengal baseball 
squad. He now holds down the 
"hot spot" position equally as well 
as he did first base on last years [ Norman "Scooter" Rucks led 
"roaring Tiger" nine. Frank, al- ■ his Carolina Gamecocks to their 
though not a consistant hitter j second consecutive state track and 
really tags some beauties when field championship Saturday af- 
he does connect. This year he • ternoon at Clinton before a sizable 
has got five home runs and drove ; crowd   of   fans.     Carolina   edged 
in   many   runners. 
This West Virginian's feats at 
first bast last Spring were of in- 
valuable aid when the Tiger nine 
rolled north to play in the semi- 
finails.    The Clemson Tiger basa- 
out Clemson by a 60 7-26th to 
53 3-8th margin with Rucks furn- 
ishing the victory difference. 
Paul Strombaugh, F u r m a n's 
colorful track preformer, garner- 
ed top honors for the most indi- 
ball squad played and won in the fvidual points with 13 1-3 to take 
intercollegiate southern playyoff | the trophy. Strombaugh won the 
at Charlotte, and from there went | broad  jump  and  the javelin  and 
to New Haven, Conn., to play Yale 
for the Eastern championship but 
weer stopped there 7-3. During 
this encounter he gathered one- 
half of the six safe hits of the 
game. 
Gillespie's performance on the 
gridiron is one to be proud of 
in any man's language.- The hard 
driving manner in which this 
stellar guard plays ball won •him 
a 'position on the Associated Press 
All State team, one on the 2nd 
All Southern, and the title of the 
(Continued on Page 8) 
finished m a three way tie for 
first in the high jump. 
Rucks broke his 1942 record 
for the 440 and set a new record 
in the 220 during the qualification 
round Friday. The fleet Game- 
cock ran the anchor leg in the 
mile relay which the Carolina 
team set a new state record of 
3:23.7. 
Furman tallied 29 ll-24th points 
to take third place followed by 
Presbyterian, The Citadel, Wof- 
ford, and Newberry. 
The  summary,  with   State  rec- 
Walker (C) defeated Wood (W) 
7-5,  7-5 
Murray (C) defeated Boyd (W) 
6-2, 6-3 
Thornhill (C) defeated Vaughn 
(W)   6-2,  6-3 
Merritt   (C)   defeated   Carmon 
(W)    6-2,   4-6,   6-3 
Doubles 
Calvert and Cathren (C) drop- 
ped to Judy and Boyd (W) 6-3, 
6-3 
McLeod  and  Lipton   (C)   drop- { 
ped to Wood and Vaughan (W) 
CLEMSON STUDENTS ALWAYS WELCOME 
MAYFAIR GRILL 
ANDERSON, S. C. 
STONE BROTHERS 
Civilian and Military Clothes 
Complete Outfitter to Men, Young Men and Students 
108 N. MAIN ST. GREENVILLE, S. C. 
1) 
SHIRTS 
white    $] 
striped $J65 
ARROW 
GUARDS 
95c 
Drop in today and see our fine spring assortment of 
famous Arrow T shirts, basque shirts, and underwear. 
STEWART-MERRITT COMPANY 
26 South Main Street 
GREENVILLE, S. C. 
FOR ARROW »T" SHIRTS 
ords given after today's times: 
100-yard dash: Drews (USC), 
Gage (Clemson), Facchin (Clem- 
son) and Gooch (Presbyterian), 
10 seconds (9.7 seconds by Bill 
Hunt of Carolina in  1934). 
440-yard run: Rucks (USC), 
Watts (Presbyterian), Thompson 
(Clemson) and Thomason (Fur- 
man), 48.5 seconds (50 seconds 
by Rucks in 1942). 
One mile run: Pulkinen (Clem- 
son y, Brackett (USC), Rushton 
(Clemson) and Rayle (Clemson), 
4 minutes and 37 seconds (4 min- 
utes 28 seconds by Fred Calhoun 
of Clemson in 1938). 
Shot put: Coleman (USC), 
Wham (Furman), Hols'" "user 
(Clemson) and Facchin (Clem- 
son). 47 feet 11 inches (48 feet 
1 5-8 inches by Red Lambreth of 
Newberry  in  1939). 
220-yard dash: Rucks (USC), 
Drews (USC) and McCutcheon 
(Presbyterian) tied for second, 
and Collins (The Citadel), 22.2 
(21.6 by Rucks of Carolina yes- 
terday, breaking the 21.9 record 
set jointly by Bill Hutt of Caro- 
er got 4 hits in five trips to the 
platter to lead the  12 hit attack. 
Thompson had a no-hitter go- 
ing into the top of the 6th when 
the boys from T-2 scored five 
runs on two hits and 4 miscues 
by the winners infield. 
By virtue of Tuesday's win the 
10th Barracks outfit will repre- 
sent the vets division in the 'play- 
offs for the school title. They 
meet the winner of the cadet 
series that are in the process of 
being played Monday, Tuesday, 
and Wednesday afternoon. The 
first team to win two of the three 
games to be played will be de- 
clared school champs. 
IPOAY will present gold soft- 
balls to the winners of the school 
title. 
The box: 
Bks  10 ab 
Sites,  cf —. ....  .... ....  ....  5 
McLin lb ....  5 
Brunson, c  3 
Bolick, ss  3 
Bonds, 2b  5 
Thompson, p _._. .... .... .... 4 
Hodges, 3b   3 
Sipple, If  4 
Morris, rf   4 
T-2 ab 
DuCom, ss  3 
Fickling, c  3 
Bass If  3 
Austin, cf —.  — .... 3 
Sheriff, lb  2 
Worrell, 3b  3 
MacDonald,  2b  ....    3 
Perkins, rf  2 
Smith, p  .  3 
Summary by innings: 
Bks   10 214 202 020 
T-2 000 000 050 
Errors: McLin 2, Bolick 2, Sip- 
ple 1, DuCom 4, Bass ' 1, Mac 
Donald 2. Hits off Thompson 2, 
off Smith 12, Austin 0. Walks: 
Thompson 6, Smith 6, Austin 1. 
Strikeouts: Thompson 7, Smith l; 
Austin 0. Winning pitcher: Thomp- 
son. Losing pitcher Smith. Um- 
pire, Cooper.    Scorer, Hand. 
lina and Gordon Lynn .of Clem- 
son in 1934). 
880-yard run: Pulkinen (Clem- 
son), Chambers (Clemson), Kin- 
caid (USC) and Rushton (Clem- 
son), 2 minutes 1.4 seconds (1 
minute 58.2 seconds by Harry 
Franklin of Clemson in 1942). 
Two-mile run: Brackett (USC), 
Dean (USC), Ross (Clemson) and 
Hard wick (Clemson), 10 minutes 
34.6 seconds (10 minutes 4 seconds 
by J. C. Morton of The Citadel 
in 1938). 
ARROW CAN   REALLY 
ti' mwm « 
FIT  YOU   TO   A   I I 
SHIRT* 
Indeed, yes! 
Our punning may be poor, but our T chirts and 
basque shirts are well-nigh perfect for golf, tennis^ 
and beach wear. 
Fine, full-combed cotton T shirts from"$l. Basque 
shirts in solid colors and stripes from $1.25. 
ARROW SHIRTS and TIES 
•»» ■— *■ 
UNDERWEAR   •   HANDKERCHIEFS   •   SPORTS  SHIRTS 
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Clemson Plays Host 
To Electrical Group 
The Clemson Student Branch 
of the American Institute of Elec- j 
trical Engineers will be host to ] 
South Carolina Section members 
of the organization at the Spring | 
Section Meeting of the group to 
be held here Friday, May 14. 
The schedule of events is as 
follows: registration and inspec- | 
tion of labs—2 p. m., business) 
meeting and election of officers i 
—3:30 p. m., presentation of tech- ' 
nical papers—4:15 p. m., dinner \ 
and address, "Labor Management j 
Relations", by Mr. A. M. Williams, 
Jr., personnel director of S. C. i 
Electrical and Gas Co., 7:00 p. m. j 
Technical papers to be present- 
en are "Applications of Power j 
Line Carriers", by Mr. R. C. Cheek 
of Westinghouse Electric Corpo- \ 
ration, "Timing and Vibration 
Studies by Polar Coordinate In- 1 
dicator", by Dr. Hugh M. Brown, ! 
Dean of the Clemson Textile' 
School, and "The Electron Micro- | 
scope", by Dr. A. C. Menius of j 
trie Clemson Physics Department. J 
MiMAftETS INITIATES GIVE 'PRAISE ALLAH'SIGN 
Gillespie 
(Continued from Page 1) 
best linesman in he state of 
South Carolina. A skillful, in- 
cisive blocker, he pulls out for 
interference beautifully and re- 
moves more than his shart of the 
opposition. He was on the start- 
ing lineup for games this past 
season and has been classed by 
many as a coach's dream. 
The opening day of basketball 
finds Frank out on the. court play- 
ing in true Gillespie style. He 
is an expert at the art of basket- 
ball making a lot of the points 
for the Bengal ringers. Frank 
makes up for his lack of height 
by moving around the court With 
, amazing speed and feeding the 
ball to the basket with uncanny 
accuracy. 
Runner-up in a 'popularity pool 
last year for the honor of Clem- 
son's all round athelte, this ver- 
saitle lad is one of the most pop- 
ular students on the campus. He 
was recently choosen as president 
of the senior class by a large ma- 
jority. 
This E. E. major, v'uch inci- 
dentally is no crip course, was 
tapped on the shoulder by the 
Blue Key, one of"Clemson's high- 
est honorarv,<#nd service fraterpi- 
g^-^rp^T has maintained a 
'scholastic average of approxi- 
nately "B" along with his sports 
Since his return to Clemson. He 
also  is   a   member   of  the   Tiger 
ffiir 
One of the familiar scenes on the Clemson campus f ,r the past two weeks aoout the beginning of af- 
ternoon classes was the new members of The Minarets going through their "praise Allah" in front ot 
the engine house. Old members of the organization, although out of the picture, are receiving all the 
attention that is due them. One man appears to be taking his own good time about getting into the 
"praising" position. 
Forensic 
(Continued from Page 1) 
F. Landrith, arts and science se- 
nior of Seneca, president; James 
K. Addison, electrical engineer- 
ing senior of Cottageville, vice- 
president; Earle-E. Morris, arts 
and science junior of Pickens, 
secretary; Len Reynolds, voca- 
tional agricultural education ju- 
nior of Timmonsville, treasurer; 
Myron A. Smithwick, arts and 
science junior of Chester, critic; 
Leo E. Kirven, pre-medicine se- 
nior of Pinewood, tourney chair- 
man; James N. Young, agricultu- 
ral economic senior of Florence, 
chaplain Harry E. Ubrtfcr, chemis- 
try sophomore .of' riartsville, his- 
torian; Bob Wiggins, arts and 
science junior of Mullins, corres- 
ponding secretary, and Jack T. 
Hardin, textile manufacturing 
sophomore of Whitmire, sergeant- 
s'c-arms. 
The Calhoun Forensic Society, 
founded in .1894,;. has now sixty- 
five members. 
Brotherhood, the Block "C" Club 
and Who's Who in American Col- 
leges and Universities. 
The Tiger teams 'possibilities for 
this coming season look great and 
with such students as Frang Gil- 
lespie playing, we feel sure that 
these dreams will become realities. 
YOU   WILL 
ENJOY   OUR 
Ax*?] is&<(yb'ln£' 
WHEN BETTER FOOD IS SERVED 
THE CLEMSON "Y" CAFETERIA 
W. A. Whitake 
WILL SERVE IT 
and Glenn A. Smith 
Sporf-fcets 
(Continued from Page 7) 
four spring sports. As a whole* we might say that the spring 
sports program has been a fairly good one. Tiger teams in 
track, baseball, tennis, and golf have come up with brilliant 
wins in each of these sports. 
The golf team holds the most impressive record with 
seven straight dual meet victories to its credit in competition 
this spring. These seven wins have run the victory string 
to thirty-four consecutive. The squad has three more 
matches scheduled for this year. 
The track team ranks next in records as they have won 
four out of five dual meets. Coach "Rock" Norman's men 
hold wins over P. C, Furman, Wofford, and Davidson. They 
lost to Carolina in a close match in Columbia several weeks 
ago. The squad in addition to its fine dual meet record 
came in second in the annual State Track Meet held jn Clin- 
ton last week-end. Their last cinder participation will be in 
the Southern Conference tourney which is to be held in Ral- 
eigh this coming week-end. 
For baseball we can say that the team started slow but 
came into its own about mid-season. Since that tiipf>it has 
had some good luck and may round out its season with a 
better than .500 average. They now have nine wins as 
against ten losses and one tie. 
Senior Platoon Final Initiations 
owman Field April 28 
CLASSIFIED ADS 
Final initiations were held for 
the forty-two new members of 
the Senior Platoon on Wednes- 
day, April 28, with a mock pa- 
rade held on Bowman Field. This 
parade is an annual affair held 
each year by the new "rookies". 
The initiation covered a ten-day 
period during which the "rookies" 
carried the usual accessories for 
a person being initiated into a 
club—box and paddle. 
The new members are: J. P. 
Carwile of Abbeville, T. A. 
Jackson of Great Falls, J. Carter 
of Georgetown, D. P. Plyler of 
Monroe, N. C, G. W. Eleazer of 
Columbia, Jerry Williams of Spar- 
tanburg, C. R. Kelly of Charles- 
ton, J. A. Richbourg of Summer- 
ton, H. Hardaway of Dillion, V. 
C. Oxner of Kinards, R. G. Leiby 
of Sumter, R. E. Warner of Flor- 
ence, and S. E. McGregor of 
Lykesland. 
Also M. M. Wood of Greer, A. 
C. Elrod of Walhalla, D. S. May 
of Calhoun Falls, W. C. Elrod of 
Walhalla, D. C. Jones of Barn- 
well, Henry Tecklenburg of 
Charleston, D. R. Parish of Dil- 
lon, W. H. Talbert of Columbia, 
W. L. Brown Of York, T. D. Gault 
of Gaffney, J. G. Hickerson of 
Greensboro, J. D. Glenn of Harts- 
ville, T. C. Rickenbaker of St. 
Matthews, and W. R. Gibson of 
Taylors. 
Also G. S. Pardue of Aiken, D. 
A. Barfield of Kershaw, P. N. 
Trakas of Spartanburg, N. F. 
Jeffcoat of Swansea, J. T. Hill of 
Timmonsville, J. E. Bell of 
Orangeburg, H. B. Craig of Liber- 
ty, R. L. Yobs of Columbia, C. R. 
Hodges of Alcolu, E. L. Bonnoitt 
of Florence, J. B. Mitchell of Sa^ 
luda, D. D. Pate of Georgetown, G. 
L. Adams of Spartanburg, L. D. 
Hardwick of Rock Hill, R. G. 
Hick of Spartanburg, and F. L. 
Foreman of Ellen ton. 
All ads must be turned in 
not later than Tuesday morn- 
ing at nine o'clock. 
Ads should be put in an en- 
velop and addressed to The 
Tiger—Attention Royall E. Nor- 
ton. Box 269, Clemson. No ads 
will be accepted over the tele- 
phone. 
WANTED—To type your Themes, 
Theses, Term Papers, etc. Con- 
tact Helen Lee, Unit 323. 
chine. Singer preferred. Write 
Mrs. G. W. Arnts, Box 1342, 
Clemson   or\ call   5721. 
"PIANOS AND OTHER MUSI- 
CAL INSTRUMENTS". Inspect 
our pianos and\pther musical in- 
struments before- buying; we' will 
save you money\ Chick Piand 
Company,   Athens,   Ga. 
A TEN DOLLAR REWARD is of- 
fered for the negative of the 
action shot taken during the 
Clemson - Newberry game last 
spring showing Preston Hunger- 
piller, Newberry catcher, tagging 
Tom Castles out. Owner of nega- 
tive  contact  Harry  Arant,   5-125, 
FOR    RENT—From    June    3    to   for  reward- 
Sept.  1  a large cool completely   FOR     SALE—One     New     Home 
furnished 5 room house. Phone 
3102. Mrs. Weber Peterson, 109 
Ridge Ave., Clemson, S. C. 
sewing machine,  perfect  condi- 
tion. Pre-fab 316. 
FOR SALE—AKC registered Col- 
lie puppies, eight weeks old, 
$35.00. Dan H. Horton, Route 1, 
Pendleton, S. C, near Lebanon 
Church. 
WANTED—One used sewihg ma- 
FOR   SALE—One  slide  slide  du- 
plex.    Never been used. Cheap. 
See R. E. Norton. 
LOST—Monday night in the vi- 
cinity of the Reflection Pool, 
one tan billfold. If found return 
to Dick Coney at The Tiger of- 
fice. 
Concerts 
(Continued from Page 7) 
faculty and their wives and people 
in the Clemson community, and 
provided that they are purchased 
by June 1. After that time anj 
of these Clemson- tickets not pur- 
chased will be made available tc 
the general public. 
TICKET  SALES  START 
In addition to the 1,000 seasor 
tickets being made available a1 
this time, additional tickets will 
be made available in September 
to the extent necessary to enable 
th wives of veterans as well ar 
newly-employed members of th€ 
Clemson staff to purchase such 
tickets after they arrive on the 
campus  in  the  fall. 
Season tickets may be secured 
at the President's Office. The 
price is five dollars including tax 
Address requests for tickets to 
the President's Office, Clemson 
College,   S.   C. 
,. well, as long as I'm down here I'll fill out my entry 
blank for the Pepsi-Cola 'Treasure Top' Contests.' 
Pressley Speaks At 
Memorial Exercises 
Colonel O. K. Piessley, class of 
'29, outstanding hero of the heavy 
fighting in the Facific area ' in 
World War II, now stationed in 
Atlanta, Georgia, with the Marine 
Corps, was the guest speaker at 
the annual Memorial Day exer- 
cises at Chester, South Carolina, 
on Sunday afternoon, May 9. 
The exercises were held in the 
Evergreen cemetery under the 
au-.-pices of the Chester chapter of 
the United Daughters of the Con- 
federacy. 
Clemson Theatre 
CLEMSON, S. C. 
Thur-Fri, May i&U 
"BLACK GOLD'7 
With Elyse Knox, Anthony 
Quinn 
$ 
Saturday, May 15 
'CAMPUS SLEUTH' 
With Freddie Stewart and 
Teen Agers 
». 
Mon-Tues, May 17-18 
'MATING OF 
MILLIE' 
With Glenn Ford and 
Evelyn Keyes 
€# 
Wednesday, May 19 
'PERILOUS 
WATERS' 
With Don Castle 
$ 
Thursday, May 20 
"PANHANDLE' 
With Rod Cameron 
Q  Enter Pepsi-Cola's great $203,725.00 "Treasure Top" 
Sweepstakes and Contests. Over 15,000 Cash Prizes! 
9  Every entry gets at least a Treasure Certificate for the 
big Family Sweepstakes—First Prize, $25,000.00. 
Q  Look for hidden design under the cork in 
every Pepsi-Cola bottle top. Collect 'em! 
Swap 'em! It's fun! 
GET ENTRY BLANKS AT YOUR STORE 
Pipbi-ColH Compa.nj, Loaj Idarui City, N. Y. 
Franchisid Bottler: 
PEPSI   COLA   BOTTLING   COM PANY,  ANDERSON,  S.  C. 
SCHEDULE OF PICTURES'ON CLEMSON CAMPUS 
May 13-14—BLACK BART with  Yvonne  de  Carlo  &  Jeffrey 
Lynn   (Aud  No.   1) 
May 13-14—NAKED CITY with Barry 
Hart  (Aud No. 2) Fitzgerald,    Dorothy 
May 15—WOMEN IN THE NIGHT with William Henry Tala 
Birall  (Aud No.  1) •■•'■ 
May 15—Double feature in Aud No. 2, LITTLE MR JIM and 
PAINTED DESERT 
May 17—GUNFIGHTERS with Randolph Scott 
May 17—WILD HORSE MESA 
May 18—SPEED TO SPARE with Jean Rogers, Richard Aden 
May 18—ADVENTURES OF SILVERADO 
May 19-20—MAGIC TOWN with James Stewart, Jane Wyman 
May 20-21—IF YOU KNEW SUSIE 
May 21-22—J ASSY 
May 22—WOMAN ON THE BEACH 
May 24-25—SAINTED SISTERS 
General admission is 25c afternoon and night except on special 
pictures. When you attend picture shows at the Clemson YMCA 
you help student activities and the 'Y' program at Clemson. 
We appreciate your patronage and if we can be of service to 
any particular group or groups we will be glad for you to 
come by the office and make arrangement for same. 
NO FINER CIGARETTE 
THAN CHESTERFIELD. 
I KNOW, IT'S MY BRAND. 
Copjngta ij)48, Uocut* MiiJ Tosirro Co, 
